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Hudspeth settling into his
new role as Murray mayor

MNG says
now is time
for annual
inspections
Spoatel to the Lodger
Now that the heating season is
approaching, Murray Natural
Gas would like to take this
opportunity to remind its customers that this is a good time to
have your gas heating checked
for the season. Any licensed and
insured gas merchant can perform a seasonal check to make Denny Hudspeth
sure your gas fumace, gas logs
and gas heaters are in aood
operating condition or can make
any necessary repairs.
As a reminder, if any gas
appliance has to be replaced, an
inspection is required by our
office. Tbe gas merchant will
call to make the appointment
for the inspection and will need
to be. present at the inspection.
Residents considering adding
a natural gas powered generator,
should contact Murray Natural
Gas. An inspector will come out
and talk to you about the location of the generator and determine the size of line and meter
that will be required. Some
large generators may require a
gas meter larger than a house
gas meter and a meter fee may
be required.
Also, the natural gas merchant
installing the generator is

By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staa Venter
urray Mayor Danny
Hudspeth says he is
• still settling into his
new position. managing a boatload of tasks while being aided
by a tremendous team of city
employees.
"I've had a lot of catch-up to
do and I've been juggling many

M

meetings," said Hudspeth, the
former mayor pro tem who was
appointed by the city council
last week to fill the late Tom
Rushing's term until after the
2010 election.
Hudspeth said he has had
plenty of papers to sign stnce
taking office and lots of inhouse management meetings
with deparunent beads in which

they can plan and express any
concerns that need addressing.
Another rneetiag was with the
Purchase Area Development
District earlier this week at
Columbus-Belmont State Park
in Hickman County.
Hudspeth was a city councilman for 22 years, having just
left his 12th terrn in office after
living in Murray all his life. He

is the purchasing agent at the
local Briggs & Stratton plant
and is trying to balance that job
with his new one. He said he
plans to be in his office in City
Hall most weekdays from 10
a.m. to 1 p.m. and from 4 p.m.
to 6 p.m.
Hudspeth said he has a great

KACo
board
approves
reforms
New measures
address spending
by top members
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By Tbs Orasecisisd Press
Friday _Sunny. Highs in the
lower 70s. West winds 10 to 20
mph
Friday night...Clear Lows in
the upper 40s. Southwest winds
5 to 10 mph
sunny
Saturday ..Mostly
Hvhs around 70. West winds
10 to 15 mph.
night...Mostly
Saturday
clear. Lows in Me mid 40s.
West winds 5 mph in the
evening aecoming calm atter
midnight.
Sunday...Partly sunny. Highs
in the lower 70s. Southeast
winds 5 mph
Sunday night„.Partly cloudy
Lows in the lower 50s.
Monday...Mostly cloudy with
a chanao of showers and a
slight chance of thunderstorms
Highs around 70
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At left. Christian Cruce.
associate director of university scholarships, presents
on "College Life from A-Z"
as a breakout session for
students at Project
Leadership. Cruce went
through the letters of the
alphabet, naming an aspect
of college life for each one.

KYSER LOUGH
/Ledger Times

Census officials urge M-CC response
Bureau partners with local
government to stress importance
of acquiring an accurate count
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
U.S. Census Bureau officials
are urging Murray-Calloway
County residents to respond to
the April 2010 survey and are
partnering with local goverr.inent and other groups to get the
word out about the importance
of an accurate count.

II See Page 2A

Rob Dollar, a partnership specialist with the Charlotte (N.C.)
Regional Census Center's
Partnership and Data Services.
said Thursday during a Visit to
Calloway County and western
Kentucky that Census 2010 will
lse very important to distribution
of federal funding, political
influence and the future of local

communities for years to come.
It's important that everyone
completes and returns the survey because the information
collected will be of vital importance.
"Local governments, schools
systems, chainbers of commerce, they all know why those
numbers are important because
that is how the govemtnent distributes money and power. but
the common person. when they
get their questionnaire in the
mail, may not understand the
ramifications in terms of the

future of that community if they
don't return it," Dollar said.
The them:. of this year's effort
is "It's Easy. It's Safe and It's
Important- arid bureau officials
are meeting residents halfway
by malcing it easy as possible to
provide essential information.
-This is going to be the first
ume that everyone gets the short
form,- Dollar said. "All the
questionnaires get mailed in
early to mid-March and there
are only 10 questions on the

II See Page 2A

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)— A
group that advocates for
Kentucky's counties is introducing new policies to cap travel costs and tighten contiois
after reports of extravagant
spending by its top members.
The board of die Kentucky
Association of Cciunties unanimously approved a package of
reforms Wednesday, including
creating a code of ethics for its
board members.
The list of 18 new policies is
the latest set of reforms since
the Lexington Herald-Leader
reported in June that top staffers
spent S600,000 in two years on
group-issued credit cards. Tbe
newspaper reported that the
credit cards had billings for
$450-a-night hotel rooms, a
SI0,000 room cancellation fee,
51.000 gifts. and expenses at
two strip clubs and a Lexington
escort service.
"In my opinion, if we had
these policies in place we
wouldn't have had the problems
that we had," said Rick Smith, a
Clark County magistrate and
KACo's president-elect.
KACo executive. director Bob
Arnold resigned last month. In
July, the group sold 3 BMW
sport utility vehicle it had provided for Arnold and replaced it
with a 2009 Ford Explorer.
The new procedures follow a
set of reconunendatior.s issued
earlier this year by state Auditor
Crit Luallen Luallen's office is
now auditing KACo.
"We are encouraged that the
KACo board has taken these
steps," Luallen said in a statement.
The group offers cervices
such as legal advice and lobbying for county governments,
and sells insurance ancl provides
financing.
Denny Nunnelley, KACo's
acting executive director, told
the board on Wednesday duit
KACo has spent just 5 percent
of its S345.000 travel budget
during the first two months of

See Page 2A

Ky. Supreme Court strikes down sex offender law
By ROGFJR ALFORD
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)-- A state law
that bans convicted sex offenders from
living near schools and other places
where children congregate is unconstitutional, thc Kentucky Supreme Court
raled Thursday.
The decision means that potentially

thousands of sex offenders either won't
have to move or that they can move back
into their former homes.
Kentucky lawmakers passed a law in
2006 that barred sex offenders from living within 1,000 feet of schools. day care
centers arid playgrounds. In a 5-2 decision.justices held that the law is punitive
because lawmakers applied it retroactive-

ly to sex offenders convicted before the
restrictions were imposed.
By doing so, the majority concluded,
lawmakers unconstitutionally imposed a
punishment that wasn't in criminal law at
the time they were convicted.
Covington attorney Bradley Wayne Fox
challenged the Kentucky law on behalf of
a Kenton County rnan who pleaded guilty

to statutory rape in 1995 and was arrested in 2007 on a charge of living within
1,000 feet of a public park.
Fox is a staunch critic of the law an
other grounds as well.
"It doesn't actually accomplish anything. or at least there's no statistics or

IN See Page 2A
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MNG says

Hudspeth settling into his
new !Vie as Murray mayor

now is time
for annual
inspections
SpecJai to the Lodger
Nov.' Mat the heating season is
approachirig. Murray Natural
Gas would like to take this
opportunity to remind its customers that this is a good time to
have your gas heating checked
for the season Any licensed and
insured gas merchant can perform a seasonal check to make
sure your gas fumace. gas logs
arid gas heaters are in good
operating condition or can make
any necessary repairs.
As a reminder. if any gas
appliance has to be replaced, an
inspection is required by our
office. The gas merchant will
call to make the appointment
for the inspection and will need
to be present at the inspection.
Residents considenng adding
a natural gas powered generator.
should contact Murray. Natural
Gas. An inspector will come out
and talk to you about the location of the generator and determine the size of line and meter
that will be required. Some
large generators may require a
gas meter larger than a house
gas meter and a meter fee may
be required.
Also, the natural gas merchant
installing the generator is

Murray, KY 42071

By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Stall Writer
urray Mayor Danny
Hudspeth says he is
still settling into his
new position, managing a boatload of tasks while being aided
by a tremendous team of city
employees.
"I've had a lot of catch-up to
do and I've been juggling many

M
Danny Hutton(Ali

meetings," said Hudspeth, the
tamer mayor pro tem who was
appointed by the city council
last week to fill the late Tom
Rushing's term until after the
2010 election.
Hudspeth said he has had
plenty of papers to sign since
taking office and lots of inhouse management meetings
with department heads in which

they can plan arid express any
concerns that need addressing.
Another meeting wa.s with the
Purchase Area Development
District earlier this week at
Columbus-Belmont State Park
in Hickman County.
Hudspeth was a city councilman for 22 years, having just
left his 12th term in office after
living in Murray all his life. He
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Dy The Aaseekeed Press
Friday . Sunny Highs in the
lower 70s. West winds 10 to 20
mph
Fdday night...Clear. Lows in
the upper 40s. Southwest winds
5 to 10 mph
sunny
Saturday...Mostly
Highs around 70. West winds
10 to 15 mph.
night ..Mostly
Saturday
clear. Lows in the mid 40s.
West winds 5 mph in the
evening becoming calm atter
midnight.
Sunday...Partly sunny. Highs
in the lower 70s. Southeast
winds 5 mph.
Sunday night...Partly cloudy.
Lows in the lower 50s.
Monday _Mostly cloudy with
a chance of showers and a
slight chance of thunderstorms.
1-lighs around 70.
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is the purchasing agent at the
local Briggs & Stratton plant
and is trying to halatsce that job
with his new one. He said he
plans to be in his office di City
Hall most weekdays from 10
a.m. to 1 p.m. and from 4 p.m.
to p.m.
Hudspeth said he has a great

At left, Chnstian Cruce,
associate thrector of university scholarships, presents
on 'College Life from A-Zas a breakout session for
students at Project
Leadership. Cruce went
through the letters of the
alphabet, naming an aspect
of college life for each one.

KYSER LOUGH
Ledger & Times

Census officials urge M-CC response
Bureau partners with local
government to stress importance
of acquiring an accurate count
By TOPA BERRY
Staff Writer
U.S. Census Bureau officials
are urging Murray-Calloway
County residents to respond to
the April 2010 survey and are
partnering with local government and other groups to get the
word out about the importance
of an accurate count.

Rob Dollar, a partnership specialist with the Charlotte (N.C./
Regional Census Center's
Partnership and Data Services,
said Thursday during a Visit to
Calloway County and westem
Kentucky that C'ensus 2010 will
be very important to distribution
of federal funding, political
influence and the future of local

communities for years to come.
It's important that everyone
completes and returns the survey be.cause the information
collected will be of vital importance.
"Local governments, schools
systems, chambers of commerce, they all know why those
numbers are important beeause
that is how the govertunent distnbutes money and power. but
the common person, whcn they
get their questionnaire in the
mail, may not understand the
ramifications in terms of the

future of that community if they
don't return it," Dollar said.
The theme of this year's effort
is "It's Easy, lt's Safe and It's
Importsud" and bureau officials
are meeting residents halfway
by making it easy as possible to
provide essential information.
'This is going to be the firsi
time that everyone gets the short
form." Dollar said. "All the
queationnaires get mailed in
early to mid-March and there
are only' 10 questions on the

•See Page 2A

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)— A
group that advocates for
Kentucky's counties is introducing new policies to cap travel costs and tighten controls
after reports of extravagant
spcnding by its top members.
The board of the Kentucky
Association of Counties unanimously. approved a package of
reforms Wednesday, including
creating a code of ethics for its
board members.
The list of 18 new policies is
the latest set of refomis since
the Lexington Herald-Leader
reported in June that top staffers
spent $600,000 in two years on
group-issued credit cards. The
newspaper reported that the
credit cards had billings for
$450-a-night hotel rooms. a
$10,000 room cancellauon fee,
S1.000 gifts, and expenses at
two strip clubs and a Lexington
escort service.
"In my opinion, if we had
these policies in place we
wouldn't have had the problems
that we had," said Rick Smith, a
Clark County magistrate and
KACo's president-elect.
KACo executive director Bob
Amold resigned last month In
July, the group sold a BMW
sport utility vehicle it had provided for Arnold and replaced it
with a 2009 Ford Explorer.
The new procedures follow a
set of recommendations issued
earlier this year by state Auditor
Crit Luellen. Luallen's office is
now auditing KACo.
"We are encouraged that the
KACo board has taken these
steps," Luallen said in a statement.
The group offers services
such as legal advice and lobbying for county governments,
and sells insurance and provides
financing.
Denny Nunnelley, KACo's
acting executive director, told
the board on Wednesday that
KACo has spent just 5 percent
of its $345,000 travel budget
during the first two months of

II See Page 2A

Ky. Supreme Court strikes down sex offender law
By ROGER ALFORD
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(API -- A state law
that pans convicted sex offenders from
hying near schools and other places
where children congregate is unconstitutional. the Kentucky Supreme Court
ruled Thursday.
The decision means that potentially

thousands of sex offenders either won't
have to move or that they can move back
into their former homes.
Kentucky lawmakers passed a law in
2006 that barred sex offenders from living within 1.000 feet of schools, day care
centers and playgrounds. In a 5-2 decision, justices held that the law is punitive
because lawmakers applied it retroactive-

ly to sex offenders convicted before the
restrictions were imposed.
By doing so, the majority concluded,
lawmakers unconstitutionally imposed a
punishment that wasn't in criminal law at
the time they were conviLted.
Covington attorney Bradley Wayne Fox
challenged the Kentucky law on behalf of
a Kenton County man who pleaded guilty

to statutory rape in 1995 and was arrested in 2007 on a charge of living within
1,000 feet of a public park.
Fox is a staunch critic of the law on
other grounds as well.
"it doesn't actually accomplish anything, or at least there's no statistics or

•See Page 2A
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Soldier accused of selling stolen anti-tank weapon
JACKSON, Tenn (AP) - A
S Army soldier was arrested
and charged with aelling four
atolen hand grenade% and A
atolen antatank rocket to an
undercover officer Tennesicee.
proaccutors
federal
said
Thursday.
Attorney
Lawrence
S
Laurenit said at a newt. conference in Jatkson that the Fort
Campbell soldier, Pfc. Joshua
Bartlett Ethenon. 29, was
charged in previously sealed
indictment and was arrested

Wednesday night.
The prosecutor said the transaction WAS arranged atter police
in the small town of Paris
received a tip.
Laurenzi and law enforcement
agency officials at the news
comferrnce detained to discuss
who Etherton believed waa the
huyer.
He mild the two-count indictment charges Etherton with illegal possession of military ordnance. A conviction on each
count carries a maximum sen-

tence of 10 years in prison and a
S250,(XX) fine
Laiurenzi said the indictment
was unsealed after Etherton's
initial court appearance earlier
Thursday The federal public
defender's office in Memphis
woo appointed to represent
Ethenon A telephone message
lefi there was noi Immediately
returned.
The
indictment
accuses
Ethenon of selling a M72A3
anttaank rocket and four M67
hand grenades. all of which

From Front

hour. Of course. they arc temparary jobs. but they could
last from weeks to a couple of
months depending on opera

questionnaire. It will be real
easy to fill out and hopefully
that will encourage everybody
to respond."
Citing the possibility of +me
lacing reluctant to report personal data, Dollar stressed that all
personal information collected
remains confidential and inaccessible to other public or pnvete agencies.
"It is confidential under penalty of law," he said. "All census
records are confidential for 72
years. That is pretty much
everytxxly's lifetime. It's not
turned over to the FBI, or the
IRS or to anyone else. All we
are interested in is counting
every person in America at one
time at one place."
Dollar said Census 2010 data
v.all help deiermine how thr
U.S. government distributes
S430 billion in funding to states
and local communities. The data
will also bt used to reapportion
the 'lumber of representatives
each state will have in the U.S.
House of Representatives.
"That is rme of the incentives
for people in Kentucky to get
that questionnaire filled out
because there is some fear we
could lose a congressional aeat
if the numbers aren't up."
Through
Census
the
Partnership Program, bureau
officials are organizing concerted efforts with local government, non-profit organizations.
civic groups and others to get
the word out about how important the count is. particularly In

To land one of the positions.
applicants must take the
Census test. Dates, times and
locationa for the test have not
yet been announced.
"If they- haven't taken the
test they need to take it as
s(xm as it's announced
because there to a number that
you need to get on the list,"
Dollar said. 'There will be
jobs practically in every
county so you need to call to
get an the hat."
However, teating expected to begin in tale next 30
days. Those hired will be provided wttti paid training and
an authorized mileage reimAasignments
bursement.
mild last from five to 10
weeks
For more information about
job opportunities or testing
schedules, call the U.S.
Census Bureau at 1-866-8612010. The U.S. Census
laureau is an equal opportunity employer.

Civil War Days set for Oct. 9-11
at Columbus-Belmont State Park
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COLUMBUS,
Ky
Columbua-Belmont State Park
will be hosting the annual Cavil
War Days weekend Oct. 9-11.
The weekend will include battle re-enactments, living history
and encampments. There will be
a "Ghost Vs'alk" on Friday
evening. battles at 2 p.m. on
Saturday and Sunday All events
are free and open to the public
There will also be daily entertainment. sutlers and food vendors.
Education Day is on Fnday,
Oct. 9, from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. and
is set aside for school groups.
scouts anti other organizations.
The weekend's opening ceremotile. are at 5:30 p.m,
Columbus-Belniont State Park
is a 156-acre aite that played a
fascinating role in the War
Between the States. This is the
site of fortifications built by the
Confederates and later occupied

by Union forces. The 1b61
Battle of Belmont, a raid fought
to test the strength of this
Confederate stronghold, marked
the opening of the Union's
Western Campaign. It was also
Union General Ulysaes
Grant's first active engagement
in the Civil War. Some of the
artillery. which shelled the
Union Moops. and the six-ton
anchor that held the great chain
stretching across the nver, are
on display in the park
C'olumbus-Behnont
State
Park, located in Hickman
County along the Mississippi
River, has a museum, gift shop
and campground There is a fee
fOr the museum.
For more information call the
park office (270) 677-2327 or
email cindglynchelky.gov Visit
http://wwwparks.ky.gov/findparks/recparksicb/ for more
information.

Governor heads to China, Japan on trade mission
FRANKFORT. Ky. t AP) — Gov. Steve Beshear will head to
China and Japan on Saturday for a weeklong trade nussion
The tnp marks Beshear's finit visit to China and his second to
Japan as governor.
First Lady Jane Beshear and Economic Development Secretarv
Larry Hayes will accompany. the governor
Beshear said the ailing economy makes it important to try to
build on investments that businesses in the two countries already
have made in Kentucky.
Japanese companies employ about 37,(XX) people in Kentucky.
They include Toyota Motor Manufactunng, which has an assembly plant in Georgetown,
Kentucky has had a trade center in Beijing since 2006.

State approves S2 1111111041 water KOK-4

contacting groups that usually
are not accounted for dunng the
prmess. in Calloway County,
the City of Murray. Calloway
County Racal Court, Murray
State University and other entities are aiding in the effort
"Wc are trying to target hardto-count groups in all the different comrnuniiies. The ones that
slip through the cracks and it
differs from county to county,"
Dollar said. "In MayfieldGraves County, there is a growing Hispanic population. In
Christian County and some
other counties there are a lot of
low-income and elderly and
then there's the military. So we
are trying to reach out to these
gmups to make sure they are
counted."
Bureau officials are also
focusing on formation of a local
county committee that will be
charged with coordinating outreach activities. The committee
will compnse local leaders representing a cross-section of area
representatives that will aid in
promoting the census and
encc>uraging participation.
"They will promote the census
between now and census day in
April," Dollar said. "A lot of
those are sterling to organize
including here in Calloway
County."

•KACo
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From Front
this fiscal year.
Among the new policies
enacted include a limit on
spending for meals and banning
personal spending on credit
cards, banning the consumption
of alcohol dunng the work day:

prohibiting board members and
employees from accepting gifts
worth more than S100; and
establishing protections for
whistle blowers.
The group aka) announced the
formation of a search committee
to find Arnold's replacement.

MI Court ...
From Front
evidence that it accomplishes
anything." Fox said Thursday,
"It's a political placebo of 'Hey.
we've got this lava we're protecting your children' when In
reality it's a false sense of SCCUrity."
The Supreme Court majonty
concluded that the residency
requirements "are so punitive as
to negate any intention to deem
them civil:.
Justices Bill Cunningham,

Mary Noble, Wil Schroder, Will
T. Scott and Daniel Venters
joined in the majority opinion,
which had no pnncipal author.
Justice lasabeth Hughes
Abramson and Chief Justice
John Minton Jr. dissented, saying the majority of Supreme
Court justices had substitated
their public policy judgment for
that of die state legislature.
Abramson said she dissented
"because our democratic system
leaves such policy choices to the
legislature. and because I agree
with several other courts that
have held that retroactive sex
offender residency restnctions
do not exceed legislative
authonty to address vital public
safety concerns."

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The Kentucky Division of
Abandoned Mine Lands is funding a nearly S2.2 million water line
project to help people in Knott and Perry counties whose wells
have been contaminated by coal mining activity.
Construction is set to begin on Monday and is expected to be
completed by April.
The project will pump treated water into about 74 homes in Red
Oak. Rowdy Hollow, Sassafras and Vicco.
The state agency surveyed groundwater supplies in the communities and found that most had aeeen degraded by coal mining,

Lincoln celebration In Hodgenville

ASSOCII

FRANKFORT. Ky.(AP) — The Kentucky Division of Forestial
says the forest fire hazard season began Thursday.
Dunng the season, it is illegal to burn anything within 150 fee(
of any woodland or brushland between the daylight hours of 6
a.m. and 6 p.m.
Forestry officials say the law is intended to prevent fires during
a time of year when the potential for dry conditions and the accumulation of leaf later increases nsks for wildfires.
Division of Forestry Director Leah MacSwords says an added
concern this year is that several serious storms, including a devastating ice storm, left "a significant increase in dead and fallen
trees."
The fall fire season runs through Dec. i 5.

Man on bicycle *black, killed
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LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Louisville police say a man riding a
bicycle died after being hit by a pickup truck.
Metro I.ouisville Police spokeswoman Alicia Smiley says the
incident occurred about 9 p.m. EDT Thursday on Poplar Level
Road in the touthwestern part of the city.
Smiley says the cyclist was a white male believed to be between
the ages of 40 and 50. She says he was hit by a Dodge Ram pickup being dnven by a male in his 60s.

III Hudspeth
From Front
plant manager who understands
how important the city's welfare is to the plant and vice
versa. Since it is a salaried
position, he said he has beet)
able to make some changes in
his schedule to make sure both
jobs get done. Although it is a
personal challenge, he said neither responsibility will be compromised.
Hudspeth said hc has no personal goals for the city in mind
other than the ongoing tasks of
keeping an eye on the budget
and looking for additional revenue sources.
"My biggest task is just to fill
out the terrn," he said.
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Hudspeth said that keeping
things going as they were
before the city lost its mayor
has not been too hard because
of the great management team
that drives the day-to-day operations.
"We•ve got great people who
are proud of their jobs, and I'm
proud of the service they give
to Murray," he aaid.
As far as the looming electioll
is concerned. Fludspeth said he
has not made any decision
about whether or not he will
run for another terrn next fall
If he does, he said he would
have to file his paperwork at
the first of the year.

•MNG inspections ...
From Front
required call our office before
beginning any work to check on
codes ithout natural gas generator installation Any out of town
gas men:hants will need to provide our office with a copy of
their state HVAC license as well

1:00 prt-3:00 pm

AS a certificate of liability insurance.
Murray Natural gas wants all
its customers to have a sale
heating season. If you have anc
questions about gas merchants
gas codes or general questions
about natural gas, please call
our office at 762-0336
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HODGENVILLE, Ky.(AP) — The small Kentucky town near
the birthplace of Abraham Lincoln is celebrating its annual
Lincoln Days Celebration this weekend.
This year's festivities include a look-alike contest, a parade,
music and pioneer games. The weekend event usually attracts up
to 14,000 people. Event president Opal Dail says the turnout could
be bigger this year thanks to the bicentennial.
The opening ceremony has been moved from its usual Thursday
slot to Saturday morning.
The nation's 16th president was bom in a log cabin just south ot
Hodgenville XX) years ago.
For tnore information visit www.lincolndays.org.

Kopperud Realty's Open Houses
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News in Brief

were reported stolen from Fort
Campbell while he was stationed there
E:therton is assigned to the 3ni
langade Combat Team. 101al
Airborne Division. and has been
assigned to Fort C'ampbell since
March 2008. He has had one
deployment to Iraq
Proceedings to discharge
Etherton from the Army have
begun

II Census officials ...

Census 2010jobs available soon
Illy TOM BMW
Staff Writer
Census 2010 will be one of
the most important nationwide counts ever and the U.S.
Census Bureau is offenng up
to 1,600 temporary jobs in
weatern Kentucky to those
that want to lend a hand.
Rob Dollar, a specialist
with the Charlotte (N.C.)
Regional Cecinas Center's
Partnership
and
Data
Services, said Thuraday that
aonle of those jobs will be
available
in
Calioway,
Marahal, Graves and 19 other
area counties won.
The Commonwealth currently has two census offices
in Louisville and Lexington;
however other offices are
expected to open soon including one in Hopkinsville that
will ricrac ttie Purchase and
other western Kentucky
counties.
"They will be hinng ail the
people that do the field operations and they will need
them frorn every county,"
Dollar said. "That will be
about 1,600 jobs. The field
operations pay S11.25 an
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bedroom.
hoth home has been completely remodeled and is move-in
ready Situated on a 1 acrc lot in town, this property offers
over 2,200 square feet of living space. Formal hying mom,
den, bonus room, granite countertops in all of the NMI-IX/MS,
newls replaced flooring, and fresh paint throughout Enms
sitting on the covered fmnt porch or entertaining guests on the
st cious bock deck Pnced at S144 900. MLS 05:3081

711 \hill 'II.

4371 State Route 94 West

NEW BRICK HOME' Fleauttful 1 hedmorn. 2 5 bath
home with an open floor plan and lots of windows
Lots of light makes this home very warm and inviting
The kitchen has oak cabinets and a heated tile floor
The tile in thc master hathnvsm floor is heated IS well
A large farmly room is located upstairs. Home aho has
a 2 car attached garage. Priced at S224,900. ?ALS
"9518
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AP Photo/John Paul Filo. CBS, File
In this image ongtnally provided by CBS, David Letterman
appears on the "Late Show with David Latterman,'' in this Oct.
8, 2007, file photo, in New York. Letterman acknowledged on
his Thursday Oct. 1, 2009, show that he had sexual relationships with female employees and that someone tned to extort
$2 million from him over the affairs. CBS says an employee
has been charged with attempted grand larceny in the case.

DAMS BAUDER
AP Television Wrtter
A CBS News employee is
accused of trying to extort S2
million from David Letterman,
forcing the late-night host to
admit in an extraordinary monologue before millions of viewers
that he had sexual relationships
with fernale employees.
Letterman said that "this
whole thing has been quite
scary." But he mixed in jokes
while outlining what had happened to him, seeming to confuse a laughing audience at
Thursday's
taping
about
whether the story was true.
The network said the person
who was arrested works on the
true-crime show "48 Hours" and
has been suspended. A person
with knowledge of the investigation said the suspect is Robert
J. Halderman. The person spoke
on condition of anonymity
because authorities have not
released the suspect's name.

A "48 Hours" producer maned with d letter saying, "I know that
Joe Halderman was pan of a you do some temble, terrible
team nominated for an Eminy things and that I can prove that
for outstanding continuing cov- you do some terrible thing, He
erage of a news story in a news acknowledged the leomagazine in 2008 Two numbers t ned proof.
liated for Halderrnan were disHe said it was terrifying
connected. and a message left at "because there's something
a third number was not immedi- insidious about tit) la he standately returned Thursday
ing down there' Is he hiding
Letterman's "Late Show" under the car'? Am I going to get
audience was the first to hear the d tap on the shoulder?"
story, which came as a shock
Letterman said he called his
since the 62-year-old Letterman lawyer to set up a meeting with
had marned longtime girlfriend the man, who thieatened to
Regina Lasko in March. The write a screenplay and a book
couple began dating in 1986 and about Letterman unless he was
have a son, Harry. born in given money. There were two
November 2003. Fatherhood subsequent meetings, with the
and his heart surgery in 20(X) man given a phony S2 million
had
seemed
to
mellow
Letterman, who took over as the
most popular late-night comedy
host this summer after NB('
replaced Jay Leno with Conan
O'Bnen on the "'Tonight" show
Letterman sat behind his desk
to outlir.e the scheme after a
monologue that targeted some
frequent foils like Sarah Palin
and Dick Cheney.
Three weeks ago, Letterman
said, he got in his car early in the
morning and found a package

GET NEWS TO US
FAST AND EASY!

Direct items to these departments:

First Ky. swine flu vaccines expected next week
By BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE. Ky.(AP) — Swine flu has
settled into Kentucky., spreading through
some schools and workplaces. but so far the
strain appears no more severe than the seasonal vanety, health officials said Thursday.
Kentucky health officials requested swine
flu vaccine on Wednesday, ihe first day for
orders, and expect initial shipments of
24,3(X) nasal spray doses to arnve statewide
next week.
"Every week, more and more vaccine will
rapidly become available," Kentucky's public health commissioner, Dr. William
Hacker. said in a conference call with
reporters.
The initial hatch of vaccine will be targeted for health care workers under age 50;
people canng for young children: and children and young adults from ages 2 to 24,
said state epidemiologist Dr. Kraig
liumhaugh.

Swine flu shots should begin in coming
weeks as the vaccine arrives, the officials
said.
"We will do everything we can to make
this vaccine available to anyone who wants
it in Kentucky," provided they don't have
medical conditions or other factors keeping
them from getting it, Hacker said.
Hacker said more swine flu cases have
been teported in western parts of the state.
He said the symptoms are similar to seasonal flu, and so far swine flu appears no more
severe.
So far, the state has reported one swine flu
death — a Fayette County woman in her 50s
who officials said had "significant underlying health conditions."
The flu outbreak has prompted school
officials to cancel classes in some Kentucky
distncts.
In Harrison County. where classes were
called off Thursday and Friday, absenteeism
in the 3.I44-student district rose from about

160 students late last week to 450 on
Wednesday, Superintendent Andy Dotson
said.
"We looked at the number of increases -obviously it was becoming rampant in our
district," Dotson said of flu-like illnesses in
the north-central Kentucky district, where
school is to resume Monday.
Crystal Caudill, public health director for
a health department district covenng
Harrison and some nearby counties, said
health workers are stressing prevention —
hand washing, using hand sanitizers, coughing into your elbow and staying home if
sick.
"We're encouraging employers to be
lenient with their staff," she said.
Caudill said people are reacting calmly to
the outbreak.
"The panic has definitely stied down," she
said. "Not that we're not still cautious."

Court: widows may sue for loss of companionship
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By JOE B1ESK
Associated Press Wnter
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Surviving spouses involved in
wrongful death cases may seek
damages for the loss of their
loved ones' companionship, the
Kentucky' Supreme Court ruled
"Thursday.
The ruling overturns a longstanding precedent that had
denied spouses thc nght to seek
damages for the loss of then
deceaaed mates' companionship
-- such as fnendship, love and
sex. Previously, spouses could
only seek such damages for the
time between when their loved
one was seriously hurt and their
death.
"It defies commonsense to put
a value on such losses while a
spouse is lying incapacitated.
but to say the loss is worthless
after death," Justice Miu-y Noble
wrote in the court's 7-0 decision.
Noble wrote that people all
deal differently with gnef and
loss but added that a tury could
he the one to pmperly evaluate
that loss based on the facts of
each ease
The issue came into the spot
light anti before Kentucky lawmakers following the 2006

bedroom. 2 5 bath
I lots of windows.
warm and inviting
a heated tile floor
.11. is heated as well
airs Home aJso ha.
at S224,900. MLS

seemed unique in that the damages ended when the injured
spouse died, the ruling said.
"Full compensation cannot be
had if the damages claimed are
required to terminate at death,"
Noble wrote. "Indeed. in many
cases death is so sudden or follows so quickly after the injury
that to cut loss of consortium
damages off at death is to essentially deny the cause of action to
the sisciuse altogether."
The decision has wide-ranging implications, said James
T.R. Jones, a law professor at
University of Louisville's Louis
D. Brandeis School of L,aw. By
its ruling, the court is allowing
husbands
and
wives
in
Kentucky to bring independent
legal actions to seek compensation for losing out on all the
emotional
contributions
a
spouse brings into a marnage,
Jones said.

"It's a very significant ruling,"
Jones said. "It's a big decision,
and it's about time if you ask
me. because I thought it was a
bad rule otherwise."
Still. the ruling could lead to
an increased number of lawsuits
that would further burden the
coun system and the state's
economy, said Doug Alexander,
executive director of the
Lexington,
Ky.-based
Partnership for Conunonsense
Justice.
Civil lawsuits in Kentucky
have increased by 75 percent
since 2()01, Alexander said.
"I don't think there's any
question that it creates the possibility of increasing the number
of lawsuits," Alexander said.
"Because we've created new
gmunds for filing and potentially for increasing the amount that
people could be sued for."
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Now is the time to buy...

ZERO DOWN PROGRAM,
ZERO OUT OF POCKET!
• 100`.? Home Purchases
• Rates Still Low!• Competitive Rates
• Not So Perfect Credit

• Certain Restrictions Apply

BEAT the deadline:
Up To $8,000 Government Tux Creditfor
1st Time ilotnebuyers!
Call Richard Reed for free pre-approval!
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The Farmer's Market
Is Moving!
Due to construction at our
normal location the
Farrner's Market of
Murray/Calloway County
is moving to the parking lot of

Ant

M West

crash of Comair Flight 5191
Afterward, crash victims' surviving spouses lobbied for legislation that would allow them to
collect damages beyond simple
financial losses.
Opponents at the time claimed
the change would benefit trial
attorneys and lead to an increase
in tort exposure. The proposal
never became law.
Kentucky justices issued
Thurssiay's ruling a.s part of an
Ohio county case that involved
the death of Billie Carol Shreve,
who died of injuries suffered in
a car wreck. The court ruled
Shreve's husband could have
sought damages for the loss of
her companionship beyond her
death.
According to the ruling, 26
other states have some form of
laws allowing spouses to seek
damages for the loss of companionship. Kentucky, however,

check at the last one. Letterman
joked it was like the giant ceremonial check given to winners
of golf tournaments
He told the audience that hc
had to testify before a grand jurt,
on l'hursday
"I was womed for myself, I
was worned for my family," he
said. "I felt menaced by this, and
I had to tell them all of the
creepy things that I had done."
He said "the creepy stuff was
that I have had sex with women
who work for me on this show.
My response to that is yes, I
have. Would it be embarrassing
if it were made public? Yes, it
would, especially for the
women:*

Shriners Bingo Hall,
in front of the fairgrounds
for the remainder
of the season!

3380 121 North • Murray, KY

Feel a Good Deal Taller
Reach your fun savings potentiai Find couoors, oromo codes,
sweepstakes and offers through RedPlurr- Good tOr al! kinds
of biands - from subs to step ladoers. Go to redplurrseorn

redplum:
look lot you?
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LOUISVILLE., KY.
Dr.
Ken Ciustens. profesma emeritus and adjunct profes%or of history at Murray State University,
has been notified that his
prospectus to chair a aymposlum in November 2010 about
General Getage Rogers Clark
was accepted by the Board-ofDirectors of Locust Grove
(1,6111-1).
Home
Historic
LGHH is part of the MetroLouisville Park system and the
Iast home of General Clark,
where he died on February 18,
I 818.
The symposium will be pan
of a week long event held during
the celebration of George
Roger% Clark's birth 258 years
ago (1752-20101 and the opening of the newly renovated
Croghan-Clark home. Major
William Croglian was a surveying huMness associate of
General Clark•% and Clark•ii
hrother-in-law.
Following the symposium,
Carstens will edit the 14 papers
presented at the tonlerence that
examine different aspects of
Clark's lire and his various associations. The resulting hook will
be published through a major
university or commercial press.
Chapter topics, created by
Carstens for this book will
addres% topics not normally
included in previously published biographic% of General
Clark. kind will include Clark•%
use of spies and paychology during the American Revolution.
Oarit's battle with alcoholimn.
survey Of and the
Clark in
Clark-Croghan
Surveying
Company, Clak a,a 1101111al
enlist, lawnlits brought again%t
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moviesinmurraycom
Surrogates
PG13- 1:20 • 3:25 • .710 • 9:15

Fame
PG • 1:10 • 3:30 • 7:05 - 9:20

The Informant
R - 9:00
CleWy ACIkeet DIMeadadle
PG 1:00 • 3:15 6:55
(
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Toy &sty SD Dwaidealwe
G • 12:40 • 4:05- 7:30
Zombieland
R • 1 .40 - :5:45 • 7.35 • 9:35

Jennifer's Body
R • 1:2,6 • 3:35 • 7:15 9:30

I Can Do Bad All By Myself
PG13 • 1.30 • 3:50 • 7:20 • 9:46
•
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Aurora Country Festival
will feature many events

Carstens chairing
symposium about
General George
Rogers Clark

The annual Aurora Country Festival will
begin tonight (Friday I and continue on
Saturday with aru and craft show and Ilvr
entertainment. Du parade with Marshall
County Judge Mike Miller as Grand
Marihaill will be Saturday at I p.m. and
Antique Car Cruise•In from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Grnipel singing *Ili he sil day Saturday
and from I to 4 p.m. Sunday at Aurora
Baptist Church. Also featured will he
City, Valid Writ Obstacle (nurse,
Inflatable
lo's
Bake-Off, Campfire & Storytelling.
Datsbook Sorghum
Live Auction and Quilt Raffle, Flea Market,
By Jo Burkeeo Petting LOO. lace Painting, Kids Games and
Community
activities. Cumberland Unity Homemakent•
Editor
Bake Sale arid Sorghum Howse. For more
1.279-703-6060.

Farmers' Market changes location
we to construction at the normal location. ihe Farmers' Market':
of Murray and Calloway County will he open at a new location at
the parking lot of Shriner% Bingo Hall in front of the Calloway
County Fairgrounds for the remainder of the reagon on Saturday
from a.m. to 1 p.m.(until sold out). The group will now take HIT
(Food Stamp) und debit cards.

Downtown Market Saturday

Dr. Ken Carotene

Photos proviciod
GOLF TOURNAMENT: Sue Outland left, was wInner and
Belinda Outland, right won second at the annual fall ladies
play golf tournament held at the Oaks Country Club on Sept
12

Cliwk, Clark's land holdings in
Kentucky, Indiana, and Virginia.
Clark's fnendithip and workings
with George Maaon. 'Thomas
Jefferson, and Patrick Henry,
The British ladversanall view
of General Clark. Clark its
Mason 11. Clark's out-of-wedPADUCAH, Ky. — Nationally known author and himonan
lock slave children, new information about Clark's early David Barton will present, "America's Godly Hentage" on Tue‘day
formative years. re-examining at 7 p.m. at Thc Carson Center in Paducah.
Barton will speak about Amenca's forgotten hixtory and heron,
Clark's love-life with 'Teresa':
new information from the emphaniting the moral. religioua. and constitutional foundation on
Spanith archives. and xites and which America was built.
Also, performing patriotic music will he Paducah'a own
forts created by Clark throughout thc Louraville and Falls of singer/ming writer Eric Homer. In 19148, Homer joined Lee
Greenwood'n hand a* a guitarist and vocalist. He wax 'wired by.
the Ohio area region.
Carstens' ix a renown biogra- Greenwood'i "God Hies% the U.S.A." and now perform% for thc milpher of General George Rogers itary heroes through his "Victory" concerts.
Clark. Clark is often referred to
Tickets st $15 for adult% and SI()for modem% are available at The
as the 'father of Kentucky.' and Carson Center, 1(X) Kentucky Ave., Paducah. or phone 270-450•Hannibal of the West,' and 4444. Clah or personal check will be accepted
who, unlike Daniel Boone, was
in charge of Kentucky dunng
ra
f
and
alter
the
American
Revoluuon.
In 2002. on the 250th
The following arc reminder% of events scheduled for today
anniversary of Clark's birthday, (Friday), Saturday and Wednesday that were recently publialied in
the honorable Kentucky State the Murray Ledger & nrnal,
Senator, Bob Jackiton, introduced Senate Resolution No.
Elisabeth Anne Harrell, daughter of Barry Harrell and Lisa
60. acknovvIedging the many Whitlow, and 'Thomas Jacob Bryan, sun of Ronnie Bryan Jr. and
contribution% of General Clark Elizabeth Schroader, will be married tonight, Friday,(kt, 2, 2009,
to Kentucky and %etting aaide at 6 p.m. at the home of the bride-elect's parentii, 2259 Van Cleave
November 19 of each year a% Rd.. Murray. All relative% and fnends are invited.
George Roger% Clark day in
Kentucky.
Alicia Hart. daughter of Donnie and Sheila Han of Murray, and
Dr. Caratena• book% about Christopher David Thorne, km of
David and Carolyn 'Thorne of
Clark and Clark's western Dexter. will he married
Saturday, Oct. 3, 2009, al 2 p.m. at Sinking
Kentucky Fort Jefferaon are Spnng Haptiat
Church, Murray. A reception will folloiw
available through Praeger Press
in Westpon, Conn,. and
Katie Jones, daughter of C'rylitel and Johnny Hendrick and
Heritage Books in Westminster,
Jeffrey Jone% of Puryear, Tenn., and Kyle Crabtree, um ()I Kathy.
Md. For his rewearch about
and Rick Lindaey of Puryear and Steve Crabtree of Buchanan
Clark. Carmen% received the diaTenn,, will he married Saturday. (kt. 3. 2(X)9, at 3 p.m. at Locust
tinguished
'Lifetime
Achievement Award' from the Grove Bliptita Church. Murray. All relatives and friends are invited.
Kentucky thatoncal Society in
Della Gamble. daughter of Terry. and Bobby Taylor of New
February ol !hi% year. Hiii
research for the Clark publica- Concord and Jeremy Marshall, um of Carla Marahall and the late
tions, and the forthcoming sym- Bohby Marahall of Hardin. will be married Saturday, Oct. 3, 2109,
posium and its edited book. at 6 p.m. at ()live Baptist Church. Hardin. All relatives and friends
came from MSU's Committee are invited
for Institutional Science and
Sheila Chambers. daughter of Rhonda Eldridge of Murray and
Research (CISR I. the MSU
Office of the Pre%ident and the late Johnny Chamber% of Sedalia, and Dwayne Cannon, sun of
Provost. MSU
Dean of Tonna William% of Murray and Wayne Fair of Lexington, and step.
Humanitie% and Fine Ana. and %on of Jeff Williams of Murray. will he married Wedneaday.(kt. 7,
the Depanmenta of Soc/Anthro. 2009, on the beach at Gulf Shore%. Ala
Geoacience, and History, as well
Ws many numerous local donors
and mate and federal granting
agenciev
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Barton will be speaker at
Carson Center Tuesday

.
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Computer class scheduled

PADUCAH,
Ky.
Workforce Solutions at West
Kentucky Community and
Technical College announce%
the creation of a computer
haaic% clash. The claaa. titled
Computers Explained: A Class
BiliOL COMpUter (Jae, is
designed for those with no computer experience who need to
learn the basics quickly.
The four-hour class will he
held twice: Tuesday, (kt 11,
from 5:30 to 9:30 p.m. and
Thurmlay, Oct. 13, from 14:30
a in to12:30 p.m. in the
Andertarn Technical Building.
n Kim 231 The cost is S2S.

FESTIVAL PARADE

The lour hour claa% will cover
creating film bailie word processing using Word 'on. 4:lii
...ns to a hard drive and thumb
drive. Internet topics include
navigating and viewing wch
pagex. using search engine% to
find Informatirm, and creating
and receiving email. the internees most popular fesiure.
Student' will create their own
email account in CISIO that they
Lan incea% from any computer
connected to the Internet.
Class %lie is limited. at; early
registration is encouraged. To
register, (—ill 1270i 534-1135.

iSATURDAY * 1:00 P.M.:.

CLINTON- HICKrIAN
CHAMBER
CTTY/COUNTY WIDE

beton - Live Mum • Parade • Flea Market
lid's hides & lames • Craft rut • Cesouleas

BIGGEST YARD SALE

FOR MORE INFORMATION.CALL:
270 703 0060
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Murray L

The Downtown Market is open Saturday from 7 a.m. to noon on
Murray's Court Square. For more information call Murray Main
Street. 759-9474 or Martha AI1%. market coordinator 753-7222.

New Beginnings Group will meet
New Beginning% Support Cinrup will meet Saturday at 6.30 p.m.
at Westin& Baptist Church. Ruth Vaughan will be the apealter. The
public is invited. For more information or ride cull Linda or Ron
Wnght a! 75.1-0156

Four Rivers Group to meet
Four River% MO1414: Pnends will tneet Sunday at 2 p.m. in the
annex of the Calloway County Public Library which will he open
Sunday. All musician% and !Olivier% are invited. For more informa
tion call 753-6979.

Volleyball Team plans event
On Saturday from t4 to I I J tri Applchee•% Restaurant will provide a community fundrai%er tor the Murray High School Volleyball
team A ahortstack of unmake% and beverage lor$5 per person will
aerved by the volleyball team

Shrine Bingo on Friday
Murray Shrine Club Bingo wall he Friday at 6:30p.m. at the club
butldsng on Ky 121 North, Murray The public is invited.

Reformers' group will meet
Reformers' Unanimous, faith biaaed addiction% minim, will
meet every Friday horn 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptiai Church. The
public I% InvitsdaChald cars is provided. For more information or
nde call the church office at 753-1834,

Glory Bound tonight
Glory liound Christian Entertainment will he tonight (friday
7 p.m. in Gimbal United Methothat Church, local.d on Ky. I:I
North at Stella. Featured will be Ivan Hodge, NOI0O1l, and the group.
Grace Song Items for Need Line will hc reteived. For rnort infor
minion call Joe Lawrence at 753-564.3. Renee Taylor at 753-M124 or
Patnck Lea at 761-2666.

Barnett Cemetery plans meeting
Barnett Cemetery's annual meeting will he Saturday at the
cemetery with a short businex% meeting to precede the potluck meal
to he aerved at noon Donations will he taken for the care of the
cemetery Thoote unable to attend may %end their donations to Hazel
Jean Brandon, 1604 Keenland Dr., Murray, KY 42071 or Dale
Campbell, 221 1. Trace Dr. Murray, KY 42071

Hazel Celebration Saturday
The Hazel Celehration Parade, presented by BB&T Bank will hc
Saturday at 10 am Line-up for thc parade mart% a% at 9:30 arn. at
the Hazel Cemeiery on Third Street There iv no entry lee and preregistration i% not required. Ribbons will he given for each entry and
trophie% will he awarded to first, necond and third placeit, F,very one
invited hi participate especially youth groups, churches and nonprofit organizationa. For more information ahout the parade contat
Mary or Ronda at 492-8136

Fall Mum event Saturday
Murray Stare Univer%ity Horticulture Department will have
annual fell mum sale Saturday Irian
in to noon at the Pullen
Farrn Greenhouaes and farm, located at the end of both Hickory and
LOCUM SOCCO•

MHS Class of 1974 plans reunion

Murray High Sthool Cla%s (il 1974 will have it% 35-year reunion
on Saturday at 7 pm. at The Big Apple Cale, 1005 Arcadia Csrcle,
Murray Anyone who has ever been part (if the class ia invited.
Individual% will be responaible for their own !raid anal dna. For
more inlormation cal! Oingy Flora Colder at 759-473P or Debbie
McCord Dibble at 227-1586.

MHS Class of 1%9 plans reunion

nic 1%9
ol Murray High SChool planning a reunion this
weekend. Tonight (Friday) a ToMs
Party before the Murray
High homecoming football game will he at Murray Middle School.
Cafeteria. 801 Main St. at h p.m. The ball game will start at 710
p.m. and the class will be recognized at the game. Saturday morn!
ing, golf enthualaat% will play a little golf. A dinner 1% planned forSaturday, at the Murray State Univertaty Curtis Center. A buffet dinner will be served iu 6 p.tn. in the ballroom und check -in will %tart:
at 5 p.m. Urea% for the reunion will he caaual. For more infirmiation!
call Gary Taylor ai 270-2274943.

Heart Walk Team plans promotion

Murray Hank's Heart Walk team is %ening cookhwks as a.
fundranier to benefit the American Wart Aksociation. Cooktxxika
are SI() each and can hc purchawed at either branch. The cookbook.
is made up of recipe% from hank employee% and will he (in %ale until .
16.nts

fcve )r Holiday Event (;ulde wanted

Any organization with hOlidaY eVerit that would like 10 have the ,
event featured in the 2009 Holiday Event Guide may contact the
Murray Convention & N'otitor% Bureau TIN guide is published in
early October, therefore any event* occurring in October, November
and DV:MINI Ciffl he included To W6111111411 CVCIO. C Mill the infor
;nation including l011144.1 phone number to stephanie butler urtour murray.com. or call Butler at 759-2149
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Mrs Rosie Miller, 79, Dexter. died Wednesday, Sept 30, 2009,
at 5 08 p m at Western Baptist Hospital. Paducah Imes-Miller
funeral Horne of Murray 14 in charge ot Arrangements
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Robert
(Sunny) Hooks, Ky 121 North, Murrity, died
Thursday. Oct I, 2009. at
p m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Former owner and operator of Hooks Wheel Alignment.
he was the retired owner and operator of Hooks Mini Storage He
was a member of Murray Lodge #103 free and Accepted Mesons
and of West Fork Reptile Church
Horn Jen 2, 1933, in Trigg County, he was the son (il the tete
Magnus Hooks Anti Bernie McCloud Hooks. Also preceding him in
death were r
Flora Wilkerson. and a brother, Leland Reed
'looks
Surylvor% include two daughters. Debora Lynn Rogers and husband, Frankie, end Beth Ann Boggess and husband, Ricky, all of
Murray, one sister. Shelby Thomberry, Forney, 'VC AIR, 011C brother.
Norris Clayton Hooks, Own& three grandchildren, Denhem end
Cohen Rogers and Brady Boggess A graveside service will he
Satunlay
11 A.M at Cumberland Cemetery in the LAnd Between
the Lakes. Bro Matthew Williams will offictitte Visitation will he
today (Friday) from 5 to 8 p.m. at 1.H. Churchill Funeral Home
Expressions of sympathy may be mate to West Fork Baptist
Church Youth Fund, 5179 St. Rt. 121 North, Murray, KY 42071

Donned Hugh Lynch
Donald Hugh Lynch,68, Chancey Drive, Murray. died Thursday.
Oct I, 2009. at I I a.m. st Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A graduate of Murray State University, he bed retired
a %peels! education teacher at Hopkinsville. He was 11 member of Cherry
Corner Baptist Church.
Horn Apnl 13, 1941, in Lyon County, he was the son of the late
RAMC 4 Buster) H. Lynch and Eitelle Edward Lynch.
Survivors inelude his wife, Shirley A. Lynch, to whom he was
merried July 9, 1993; three daughters, Gail Dyke and husbentl,
Johnny, Benton, Devims Rose and husband, Rick, Calvert City, and
Renee Lotion. Longmont, Colo.. two stepdaughters, Patricia
Robinson arid husband, Rocky, Greenville, and Shelia Lamb.
Murrey two stepsons, Paul Denton and wife. Cheryl, Nirshville.
Tenn., and David Denton, Venice, Ha., one setter, Donna Mathis.
Paducide six grendchildren, eeven grent•grendchildren
J.H. Churchill Funeral !ionic is in charge of arrangements.

Mrs. Martha lean Armbruster
Mrs Martha lean Armbruster, 82, Fulton, died Tuesday, Sept.
29, 21819, ut Baptist Mernonel Hospital, Memphis, Tenn.
A clerk for Bell South Telephone Company, iihe attended Sunday
School at First Baptist Chun:h. Fulton and wax a member of
Telephone Pioneer Club. Her husband, Howard Arnibruster, died
Feb, 9, 2(109. Born Oct. 26, 1926, m Fulton, :he W4% the dinighter
of the late Romond end Ruby Lena Pam:hall Brown.
Survivors include one son, Lynn Armbruster and wife, Cheryl,
Arlington, Tenn, two grendchildren, Flrendon Armbruster,
Memphis. Tenn , And Crystal Armbruster, Murfreexboro, Tenn.
; one brother. Charles Ray and
niece, Kim Patter/ern, Brandon.
wife, Pat Brown, South Fulton. Tenn. Tne funeral will be todey
(Philo() et I p.m. at Hornbeak Punend Chose', Fulton Rev Deb
Chnstenson will officiate. Burial will follow in the Pleasant View
Memorial Gardens. Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Facpresaions of sympathy may he made to First Baptiet Church, 115
2nd Si,. Fulton, KY 42041 or The American Heart Association, 333
Outhrie St., Suite 207, Louloville. KY 40202.

Dems taunt GOP:
Where's your plan?
WASHINGTON (AP)
liven as Republican§ purtunel
President Berack Onama's
health care proporials, some
GOP ;ceders worry their party is
Democratic
heing hurt hy
counterinteek: Where is your
plan?
Republican leaders(lame not
to draft their own comprehensive hill, fot:usina instead on
attackina Democnite. plans as
too costly and bureaucratic.
Smne prominent Republicans
now fear they are gettina tagged
as the "party of no," and they
want the GOP to offer more
solutions to the nation's health
care problem%
Louisiana Gov. Hobby
a potential GOP preeiJenne' contender in 2012, said
it's tone for Republicanx "to
pivot end %ay, in erkiition to
emphasizIng what we oppliee,
here are our prnposels" for
health care. The two parties can
Agree on some important
improvements, he said in en
Thursdry,
hut
interview
Democrats inuei trim their pro
posed costs.
Democrats, meanwhile, see a
rare chance to go on the offensive in the debate, which has
sometime% seemed dominated
by fiery Ionia% on (Shame's pro.
pose's
-The ()rend Old Petty's coffers sue empty when it comes to
health care reform," Sen

GENTHOD, Switterland
(AP) Iran and six world powers put nuclear folks hack on
track at landmark session thet
included the highest-level bilateral contact with the 1/ S in
years
The meeting ended with it
pledge to meet &sem this nionth,
hut dispute% surfecing shortly
after its conclusion indicated a
rough road to agreement Ahead.
Iran sccepted a demend
"Thursday at the talks in a villa
outiode Geneva to allow U.N.
inspector% into its covenly built
enrichment plant. in move Met
appeared to defuse tension% that
had heen building for weeks
Western officials at the se:sion said the 'Mimic republic
had also agreed to allow Russia
to teke (Rene of its ennched uru
mum and enrich it to higher les els for its research ma'am in
Tehran, a potentially significant
move that would show greater
flexibility by both sides
U.S.
President
Barack
(*nom noted the deal in comments on the nteeting But
Mehdi Satire, Iran's ambatstidor to Hntain, end member of
the Iranian delegation itt the
talks told The Alma:lined Prese
the issue had "tee been ths•
cuseed yet" Asked if Vett had
accepted, he replied "No, nof"
lout could use the agreement
to rogue Met the sot morons trying to engage it on its nuciear
program acknowledge Its right
to crutch uranium. at the very

AP
Thls satellite Image taken Saturday shows a facility under construction inside a mountain
located about 20 miles north northeast of Qom, Iran
low levels wird for nucleiu fuel
of a reactor network it piens to
build
Thc U.S , Britain, China,
France, Genneny and RUKNIII
remain formally comnutted to
reeking a full freeze of Tehran's
nuclear activities.
This is 4 key international
goal become enrichment can

produce both fuel for nuclear reararch reactor would use up
reactor and weapons grede ura- most of Iran's clornemic sUx;k•
nium for warheeds But such pile ol low enriched uranium,
Agreement would also serve which Iran hes einaseed in %urn::
nation, feering that Iran is inter- cient Amount% to build a bomb
ested in ultimately turther Speeking
in
Washington,
enriching its stockpile into (Thema called the talks "a conweapons-grade uniniuni for structive beginning" and seid ,
warneeds
Iran must match its words with.
Reprocessing the fuel for the action.

•
Unemployment rate could hit 10 percent today

WASHINGTON (AP)-- The
unemployment rate hesn't
topped 10 percent 41114:e June
1983, hut it could return to that
painful level %ow
possibly as
early Ali today. when the Labor
Department IVOUC%
monthly
tolls report.
Even us thr economy shows
slims of life, some employer%
are still cutting jobs, and many
more are reluctant to hire after
enduring the worst recession
since the 1930%.
A return to 10 percent unernployment could pose political
problems for President Banta
Obitma. who pushed through 4/1
embitious S787 bitlion suinulux
package in February intended to
"save or create" 3.5 million lobs
by the end of 2010. The adminnitration said earlier this month
about 1 million jobs have been
saved ii() far. Bin Republican%

charge the stimulus hes been an Thomeon Reuters expect fie:tory
expensive failure as a net tont' order% rose 0.7 percent lollow of about .i million jobs have ing a I 3 percent gain in July.
been lint since its paotege.
Hut the possibility of a stirThe Labor Departnient is pritie came Lcarnornishi' fore+scheduled to releaer unemploy- casts for the August figure
men! figure% for September on ranged from a decline of 1.3 perFriday. Wall Street econtnneas Lent to en Increase of 2.1 per expect the raw to rise %nightly to cent. underscoring the uncer
4.14 percent, from 9.7 percent in utility that mos 4% the eeonomy
August Employere ere forecast attempt% to rebound from the
to Isom cut 1110,000 jobs, which longest recession since the
would be the fewest since 1930%.
August 21884.
The reports will follow Iiirge•
Mama said in a epeech
ly diecourasing economic data
cr this week that hi% efforts have 'Thureday.
"broken our economic freefall,"
First-tirne jobless clowns nese
though ha reknowledged the more than expected lest week to
labor market hasn't improved
r eeettonsilly adjusted 551,000,
Also today. the Commerce the Labor Department %aid
Department is scheduled to F.conomists viewed it as a sign
releaer a report on August facto- thin employers retnein reluctant
ry orders, whieh include both it) hire. And factones are snugdurable and non-durable goods. gling to mount a sustainable
surveyed
Economists
by rebound. A gauge of manulac-

Richerd Durbin of Illinois, the
Demist:rate'
itecond•ranking
Senate leader, said Thursday.
Aware of the criticisms,
Howie Republicen leaders have
LONDON (API - Most found
expectanay increascompiled het% of hills and pnn- babies horn in rich eountnes this ing steadily in most countries,
ciplet that various colleague% century will eventually make it even beyond the limits ol what
have offered this year But even to their 100th birthday. new eicientists lint thought possible.
the whole list combined doesn't research sey%
'
In Japan, for instance, which hes
match the breadth and detail of
Dinish expertx say that %Ince thr
werld's longest life
the MAII4IVC Democratic-crafted the 20th century, people in expectancy, more than hull ol
heelth Litre bills that have wealthy countries ere living the
country's 80-year-old
moved through five congres• about three decades longer than women are espected to live to
atonal committee: and may soon in the plod Surprisingly, the 90
reach the House and Senate trend shoyes littie sign of %low"Improvements in health care
floor% in some form.
ing down
are leading to ever %lowing rates
Democrat% scoff at the
In en article published Friday (if aging, challenging the idea
Republicen proposals, calling in the medictil journal Lancet. that there is w fixed ceiling to
them skimpy outlines that the 1-marchers write that the humen Itingevity," said Devid
would do little if anything te process of aging may be "modi- Gems. an aging expert et
make health care more afford- fiable."
University College London
able
and
efficient. The
James Vaupel (il the Mg* Gems was not connected to the
Republicans' repented calls for Planck Institute in Germany and research. and Is studying drugs
health-related is% euts, without colleague% in Denmark exam- that ciin lengthen the life span
credible spending cuts to offset ined studies published globally mice. which may one day heve
them. would
drumaticelly in 2004-2001 1,f1 numerous applicntions tor people
ne re ase the deficit, De mtterats issues related to aging They
"1.41istnatory studies of mice,
say, They note thet
minor
GOP proporial ha% been subjected to scrutiny by the nonpartixatt
Congressional Budget Office,
whu:h has given cott estimates
for tlw Democretic proposals.
1001 Whitriell Ave • Murray, KY 42071-1040
Speaking to union activists
Phone (270) 75:1-1916• Fax 1270) 75:1-1927
recently about health care,
Ohanut taunted his Republican
Mon, - Fri. 8:00 a.m. - 501 p.m.• Closed Sod, A Sun
critics "Whirt's your Answer?"
he asked "What's your soluAlter lirrune, l'ulrlather
artnuar4dirmrrawledirr • •'Ili
tion?"
lark Irabl.. PAIllier
I ily
"You know what' he ennui]
Lima 1%•••••1411, Adreellarro Mo.
ruharlatiturrayledor cum
ued 'They dtm't have one."

Wring activity came in 41 52.6 ,
ior September, the Institute for
Supply Mitnegement %aid - '
enough to signal growth for the
second straight month hut still
down from angora
And even though consumer
spending lumped by the most in
nearly eight years in Auguet,
due partly to the 'government's
Cash for Clunkent program,
economists que%tion whether Use
improvement can be sustained.
'They note thee houeeholds face
stagnant wages, tight credit condition% and other isb%tacles.
"The economy is not moving
quickly from recession to
espansion. It is moving in a very
haltmg wily," said Mark /Arndt.:
chief economist at Moody's.,•
liconomy.com. "Given the;
reverity of the downturn, we are;
not going lo come roaring,
heck."

Most babies born this century will live to 100

LigkER &TIMES

Jill sirirlierm,I.laatulinda Mo...
Uhler
1.1n idealist
Hita
Mgt

Jackson autopsy could
pose problem for doctor
LOS ANGELES (AP)
Michael Jackson's autopsy
report was surprising AA much
what if didn't contain as lot
'tinier was in
what it did:
relatively good health for a man
his age and no illegal drug% were
detected in his system.
Jackson's physical condition,
detailed in his autopsy report
obtained by The Associated
Press, could be a uerful tool for
prosecutor' a% they weigh
charges against his personal
Conrad Murray.
phyrrictin,
who told police he administered
powerful anesthetic to the

tober 2, 2009• SA

Iran, world powers meet over nuclear weapons

Mrs. Rosie Miller

1.1111111.1111
tival
ents

F riday,

singer shortly helore he died.
The 1.411oncr ha% ruled
Jackson's desth at age 30 a
honucide with his death caueed
by acute intoxication of the
aneethetic propolol with other
eedatives contributing lector
The coroner found the propolol
was administered without any
medical need And that recom
ITMIPOLitation equipment
WWI missing
Die autopsy finchngs block a
potential defense In Murray that Jeckeon hid eenous pre
that
conditions
exieting
increased the risk of death
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including our own, demonstrate
that if you slow aging even just
114tIC. It has II WWI protective
effect." he said "A pill that
slowed Aging could provide protection against the whole smut
of aging-related clowaries"
While illtiesees effecting the
elderly like heart dolease, cancer
and dinlvelea are rising, advaners
in medical Vestment Are 411,0
melting it possible for them to
remain active for longer 'The
obesity epidemic, however, may
matters. Extra
complicate
weight makes people more %we
ceptible to diseases And may
ineresse their nsk of dying.
In the U.S., date from 1982 to
2000 showed mow drop on ill -
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rini disability among the::
.,
elderly, though that has now:
begun to reverse, prohsbly1
linked to the rese in obesity,
;
The graying 'stipulation will
slowly risdicelly trisneform !toddy, rild retirement ages may
soon hr pushed hack. said
Richard SU/III411, an aging
espert
the U.S. National
Institute on Aging.
"We arc within five to 10'
yeers (il a watershed event
where there will he more peopie
on earth over 63 than there
under five," he said. 'Those.,
extra yew. steed to he financed:
umiehow end we need to start;
thinking about it now "
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Murray I

DIRECTORY OF CHURCHES
ADVENTISTS
SENILNIII DAY ADVENTIST
Sat b 00• ai
Worship
Sat 10 15• rn
Sabbath School

AMILICAN
RT. MARES ANGLICAN CHURCH
s, Ittrnion KY 42025
ills Martmei
270.M1r soca
10-00• m
Service
FMK Liar Service contact the Rector 252 3389

C'

LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
2.00 p
1st Sunday
2 00 p m
3rd Sunday
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
10 50 a m
Morrung Worship
6 00 p m
Evening Worehm
moon HOREB FILITICWHI. BAPTIST
9 30• m
Sunday School
11 00•In
Worship
MISSIONARY
CARMEL
NEW MT.
11 00• m
Morning Worship
6 00 p
Evening Worship

APOSTOLIC HONE FELLOIVSHIP
10 00• m
Sunciay
645pm
Tlesoday
6 45 p
Thursday

MINISTRIES INTERNATIONALSaturday Calebrstion Servioe 7 p cri
Wednesday Spiritual Training 7 p m
Wed Pram. Worship & Altar !I p

God Helps Those Who
Help Themselves

UNITY OF FAITH FELLOWSHIP
pm
Siinday
pm
Wednesday

We should pray as if we are sure that
our own efforts will come to nothing,

unanswered.

NEW PROVIDENCE
10-00 a.m
Sunday School
Ilam &8pm
Worship

HOPE HARBOR CHURCH
Sunday Morning Worship 10 30 a m
Sunday Evening Worship 6-00 p m
7.00 p rn
Wednesday Bible Study

OAK GROVE
10 a m.
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 7 p m
Worship

This

means

prayer, we should trust completely in

work out as we wish; God may have
plans for

us. However, we

should work diligently to realiz,e our
goals and not assume that God will

POPLAR SPRING
10 a.m
Sunday- School
Worship 8:45 1111. k 11 a m & 6 p.m.

do the work for us. As Saint Ignatius,

explained, we should

DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
6 30 p.m
Wednesday Service
10.00 a.m
Sunday School
a.m
11..00
Worrnm Service
6.00 p m
Sunday. Night

SALE2d BAPTL3T
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
10:30 arn •6 p.m
Worship
7:00 p.m
Wed Night Bible Study
worm GROVE
a.m.
10:00
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Worship Service
6:00 p.m.
Everung Worship
Wedneaday Prayer Meeting 7:00 p.m.
Prayer & Fasting tor Spiritual
Sat 6 p tn.-10 p.m.
Awakening

ELM GRO%'E BAPTIST
900 a.m.
Sunday School
10.00 am. & 6:00 pen.
Worslup
5.00 p.m
Cluscipleithip Training

SINKING SPILLNG
10 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
7 pen,
Wednesday

EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
10:00 a.ia
Sunday School
11:00 a.m
Morning Worship
6.00 p.m
Afternoon Worship
7-00 p m
Youth
&
Study
Wed Bible

SOUTH MARSHALL
10 a.m.
Sunday School
. 6:30 p.m.
11
Worship
7 p.m.
Wedneeday
SPRING CREEK
9:00 arm
Stutday Smool
10 a.m.
Worship Services
6 p.m.
Discipleship Training

FAITH BAPTIST
11.00 am
Morning Wonihip
SOO p.rn
Evening ViSirship
FERGUSON SPRINGS BAPTIST
10:00 a m
School
Sunda?,
11 00• rt, & 6.00 p.m
Worship
7,00 p.m
Wedneaday
FIRST BAPTIST
9 45 am
Sunday School
Woratup 8 30 & 10:55•m & p m.
FLINT BAPTIST
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
11.00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6 45 p.m
Evening W.r1h2P

ST. JOHN
Sunday School
Morning Worship

EASTWOOD BAPTIST CHURCH
10 a m
Sunday School
11 am &6pm
Mormng Worship
7p m
Wednesday
HARDIN BAPTIST
8700, 9:15 & 10:30 a7m
Worship
Sian Schools 14.00, 9.15 k 10..30 am
6 00 p.m.
Evening Worship
7 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
HAZEL BAPTIST
9:3C am
Sunday School
& 6:30 p.ra
10.30
Worshi p
5:30 p m.
Church Training
7:00 p.m
Wedneaday Worship
HILLTOP BAPTIST
10.00• m
Sunday School
Worklup Samoa 11.00 a m & 6 p.m
7700 p m
Wednesday
KIMSEY BAPTIST
MOO a.m.
Morning Worship
5 30-7:30 p.m.
Aeana
5:45 p.tn.
Training Union
6:30 p.m.
Evening Worship
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY BAPTIST
10:00 a in
Sunday School
11 a in & 6:00 p.m
Preaching
7.00 p.m.
Wedruieday Night
LIGHTHOUSE BAPTIST CHURCH
10.00• m
Sunday School
11 a.m & 6p.m
Worship
7.00 p.m.
Wednesday. Worship
LOCUST GROVE
10:00 •.m.
Sunday School
11 am & 6 p.m.
Morning Worship
7:00 p.m
Wedneoda y Worshi p

founder

vicToRY RAPTUIT CHURCH
10•ILI
Sunday School ,
11 am & 6 p.m
Woriaup
7 p.m
Wednesday

cirniesac
ST. worn CATHOLIC CHURCH
4 00 p m
Saturday Masa
10 30•m
Sunday Masa
ST LBO CATHOLIC CHUFICH
6 00 p m
Saturday M111111
8 a m & 11 • m
Sunday Maxie*

AURORA CHRISTIAN
11 a m & 6 p m.
Worship
10 a.m.
Bible Study Sunday
7pm
Bible Study Wednesday
FIRST CIDURTIAN
9700 a.m.
Celebration Service
9745 a.ni
Sunday Schoin
1015 a.m
Worehm Service
MURRAY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
9.30 •.m
Bible School
10:30• m
Worxhip
6:00 p.m.
Evening Service

CONVOY IONICS MMUS
10:30 am.
Sunday School
Reading Room Every Wed 12-3 p m
7:30 p.m
2nd Wi dneeday

CIVICS OF
AIMO CHURCH OF CHRIST
9700 a.m.
Bible School
9:50 a.na.
Morning Worship
6.00 p m
Evening Worahip

Jesuit

the

use

Order
human

means as though divine ones didn't

human means. Our Lord wants us to pray and seek
His help in all things. However, He also expects us to
use our God-given talents to help ourselves. Blessings
come to those who work, not to those who merely
wait. Faith without works is empty and works with-

II1GRER PRAISE
WORSHIP CENTER
Prase and Worship 10 30• & 6 p m
7pm
Wednaaday Family Training
NEW LIFE CHRISTIAN CENTER
10.30• m
Sundays
7 00 p
Wedneaday.
MURRAY RESTORATION
BRANCH OF J814US CHRIST
10 00• m
Morning Worship
03 15 a m
Sunday Schoil
11 00• m
Worship
SADDLE CREEK CHURCH
11.00 a m
Sunday Morning
6:30 p m
Wednesday Evening

out faith are blind. The ideal is to combine our good
works with a strong faith, for God does indeed help

WINVAN'S WMIESSES

those vvho help themselves.

JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
9 30 a m
10.30 a re
Watchtower Study

pabia

For as the body apartfrom the spirit is dead,
so faith apartfrom works is dead.
R.S.

WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
9730• m.
Suaday School
10.30 a.m & 6 p m
Worithip
7 p.m
Wednesday
BETHANY BAPTIST CHURCH
10 a.in
sundrod School
11 a.m. & 6 p.m
Worship
7 p.m.
Wednesday

of

exist, and divine means as though there were no

9.30 a.m.
11 a.m

SUGAR CREEK
10 a.at.
Sunday School
•6 p.m
11
Worahipa
7 p.m
Wednesday
WEST FORK
11:00 a.m.
Morrung Worship
7.00 p.m
Wednesday Everung
6.00 p.m.
Sunday. Evening

GREAT1IR HOPE MISSIONARY
9 30 a.m
Sunday School
10.45 a.m
Worship
GRACE BAPTIST
9-30 a.m
Sunday School
io,46 •Aas. & I pin
Worship

the

SOL111 PLEASANT GROVE
9 46 a m
Sunday School
10 45• m
Morning Worship

HARMONY MENNONTIE CHURCH
,f Lynn Grow
2 anfek
1 1,
10:00 arn
Sunday School
10.46 a m
Worship
7 30 p m
Evenine Service

best efforts, things may not always

other

RUSSELL CHAPEL orirrsii
9 30 a m
Worstup
II 00• m
Sunday School

CHURCH OF THE LIVING GOD
9.30• m
Bible School
11:30• rn & 7 p.m
Worakup
p rn
Wed Bible Study
7pm
Friday Worship

in

that

God and realize that even with our

OW/ENS CHAPEL
I 0:00•. m
Sunday School
11700 a.m
Preaching
5:30 p.m
Prayer Service
6:00 p.m
Church

PALESTINE UNITED
10-00•in.
Sunday School
11 00• m
Worahip

SHILOH FULL(XMIPEL ASSEMBLY
7 00 p m
Thuraday Night
10 00• m
Sunday Morning
7 00 p m
Sunday Evenina

and work as if our prayers will be

ASSWONIMES W INN

MASON'S CHAPEL UNTIED
10 00• m
Sunday School
11 00 a m
Morntn• Worahip
Wedneeday 'Isiah Service 6 30 p m

maven LAND

NORTHSIOE
10:00• m
Adorning Worship
6:00 p m
Evening Worship

BAPTIST
BLOOD RIVER
11.00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6.00 p m
Evening Worship
CHERRY CORNER
10 a.rn
Sunday School
Ilam &6p
Worahm
COLDWATER BAPTIST CHURCH
9.45 a m
Sunday School
11-00 a.m
Morning SITVIC.
6700 p.m
Evening Services

itiWouniedictall

git 4r4.147•:416

t wircaormykligettililit

IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
9:00 a m
Bible Study
10:30 a m
Worship

lames 2:26

NILTOODIST
COLDWATER CHLITCH OF CHIUST
9 30• m
Sunday School
10 15 cm
Morning Worship
6.00 p.m
Evening Worship
7.00 p.m
Wed Bible Stuch
DEXTER
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
10.30 a is & 6:00 p.m.
Woralup
7.00 p.m.
Wednesiday
FRIENDS7711P
10 a.m.
Bible Study
11 am
Morning Worahip
6 p.m.
Evening Worship
7 mtn.
Wedneaday Worship

SECOND STREET
10745 a m
Morning Wondup
6.00 p rn
Evening Worship
GLENDALE ROAD CHURCEI OF CHRIST
5• m.. 9 am. & 6 p m
Worship
10.15 a.m.
Bible Study
'Ned. Bible Study
7P
UNION GROVE
10:50 *.m
Morning Worship
6:00 p tn
Evening Worship

GREEN PLAIN
10'00• m.
Bible Study
10.45• m.
Morning Service
6.00 p rn.
Evening Worship
7700 p.m
Wednesday Worship
HAZEL CHL'RCH OF CHRIST
9:00 a.m
Bible Study
9:50 a.m
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m
Evening Worship
7-00 p
Mid-Week Worahip
HICKORY GROVE CHURCH OF MUST
9:00 a.m.
Class
Sunday Bible
10.00 arn.
Morning Worship
6.00 p.m
Sunday Night
71X) p m
Wedneaday Night
KIRKSEY CHURCH OF CHRIST
10700 a.m.
Sunday School
10:50 am
Morning Worship
7:00 p.m
Evening Worship
:Sunday & Wednesdays
MT. OLIVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
10.00 a.m
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6-00 p.m.
Worship
Evening
NEW CONCORD
9'50 a m. & 6 pm.
Worship
9 a.m.
Bible Classes
7 pm.
Wsdneaday
NEW PROVIDENCE
A.00• m
Bible Study
10:00 a.m. & 6,00 p.m
Worship
7:00 p.m.
Wed Bible Study
PLEASANT VALLEY
10-45 am
Morning Worship
6.00 p m
Evening Worship

BETHEL UNITED
9.30 a.m
Morning Worship
10.30 a.m
Sunday School
6.00 p.m
2n4 & 4th SUJ1. Night
BROOK'S CHAPEL UNTIED
10700 am
Sunday School
11:00 a.rn
Homing Worship
6 00 p.m
1 at & 3rd Sun. Night
,
.
.COLDWAXER
10,00 a.m
Sunday School
11:00 a.m
Werahm

UNIVERSITY
9.00 am
Bible Classes
10700 •.m. & 5:00 p.m
Worship

COILES CAMPGROUND
S-50 a.m
Worship Service
9-50 •.m
Sunday School

WEST MURRAY
10:50 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Eoemng Worship

DEICTER-HARDLN UNITED
10700 ism
Sunday: School
11 Oe a rn
Worship

WILLIAMS CHAPEL
9700 am
Morning
6:00 p.m
Evening
7:00 p m.
Wednesday

FIRST UNITED METHODIST
8.45•11 a.m
Worship
9:50 a.m
Sunday School

COOKE If MISS cagy
OF LOVE WI SNITS

GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
10.00 aril
Sunday School
11.00 a m
Worship Service

CHURCH OF JESUS CHIUST
OF LATTER DAY SAIN'TS
10:00 a.m
Sunday Prieethood
11 10am
Sunday School
10 p m
12
-ng
Meet
Sacrament

Err.

EPISCOPAL

JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
10.30 a.m
Worship
9700• m
Sunday School
12:00 p m
Tuesday

GOSHEN METHODIST
9700 a.m.
Morrung Worship
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
HAZEL UNITF.D METHODIST
11,00 rim
Sunday School
9 45 a rn
MOrDIIIII Worship
INDEPENDENCE UNTTED
10,00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 •.m
Morning Worrnip

MODENIEllir
CHRISIIAN COMMUNTTY CHURCH
10.30 am
Worship Sunday
Children's Sunday School 11.00 a.m

KIRESEY UNITED
10:00 am
Sunday School
11:00 a.m
Morning Worship

FREEDOM HOUSE
10.00• m
Surida, School
11 00 a m
Wotship

LYNN GROVE
9.00 a m
Sunday School
9 30 m
Morning Winship

MURRAY FAMILY CHURCH
10.00• m
Worship
Wednesday • Home Groupa 6 00 p m

MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
9.00 a m
Worship Service
10:30 a m
Sunday School

TEMPLE HILL UNITED
9:00 a.m
Sunday School
10:00 aim
Preaching

WAYMEN CHAPEL AMR CHURCH
10.00 a.m
Sunday School
11 00•tn.
Morning Service

NAINIENE
MURRAY CHURCH
9.46 a m
Sunday School
10:46• m
Morning Worship
e:00 p.rn
Evening Worship
6.30 p
Wednesday Viorsiup

parricarraL
arnitEL FELLOWSHIP
CHURCH OF GOD
10:00 •.m
Sunday School
11.00 a.m & 6:00 p m
Church
7.00 p ro
Wednesday
BETHEL APOSTOUC
PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
10:00 am
Sunday School
11.00• rn
Worship Service
5.00 p
Sunday Night
7 00 p m
Wednesday Night
CALVARY TEMPLE
10-00• m
Sunday School
11:00 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.
Worship
7.00 p m
Service
Wed Evening & Youth

uerrus PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
10:00•rn
Stmday SrJ7lool
Ilam &6pm
Worship
MURRAY FIRST Liipc
10:00 a m
Sunday School
11:00 m
Worship
7:00 p m
Wednesday Wonthip
FAITH TABERNACLE
10-00 a m
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 7 pm
Worshi p
JENNY RIDGE PENTECOSTAL
6.00 p
Saturday Evening
10 30a at & 6 p co:
Worship
/011:RRAY FIRST UNITED
PIDITECOSTA.L CHURCH
10 a
Sunday School & Viorahm
6p
Evening Worship
7pm
Wednesday
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NEW CONCOFtD
10 a m.
Sunday Worship & Service
Worship Sun 6 p m & Wed 7 pm.
TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10750 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
7 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCHNEW CONCORD
10-00• m
Sunday School
11 00-7 :10 p m
Worship Service

PRESSTTERIMI
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
9 30 a m
Sunday Salon.]
10 45 a m
Worship
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
10700 a m
Sunday School
11.00 am
Wonitup Service
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
10.00 a ni
Sunday School
11.00• m
Worship
OAK GROVE CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERLAN CHURCH
10:00 a.ni
Sunday School
11 a.m & 6pm
Worship Service
UNITY CUMBERLAND
10:00 a rn
Sunday School
11 00 a m. & 8:30 p.m
Worship

Attend The Church Service Of Your Choice
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:WEL UNITED
10 00• m
11 00 a m
iemre 6 30 p m

It UNITZD
10-00• m.
11 00 a m.

APEL UNFFRD
9 30 a m
11 00• m

SANT GROVE
9 45• m
10 45 a m

ILL UNITED
9:00 a.m
10:00 a.m

tL AMR CHURCH
10,00 •.m
11:00 a m

1111:1111

CHURCH
9,45 a.m.
10,45 a.m.
€:00 p.m.
6,30 p m.
:p

GOSTILL

CLLOWSHIP
I OF GOD
10:00 •.m
)0 a m & 6:00 p m
7:00 p m

POS7'0LIC
CAL CHURCH
10:00 a
11.00 a
6 00 p
7 00 p

m
m
m
m

r TEMPLR
10-00 a m
)0 a m & 6-30 p m
th Servme 7 00 p m

COSTAL CHURCH
10:00 a.m.
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.

FIRST UPC
10:00 a m
11:00 m
ip
7:00 p m

BERNACLE
10-00 a m
Ilam &7pm

PENTECOSTAL
6-00 p m
1030am &fipm

RST UNITED
CAL CHURCH
koratup
10 a m
6 p.m
pm

Various
have
Lhurches
released information concerning
their worship services for the
coming weekend as follows:
Poplar Spring Baptist:
Dennis Norvell. pastor. will
speak about "Good-bye, Poplar
Spring" with scripture from
Deuteronomy 33..1-34-12 at the
8:45 and I I a.m. services 'The
regular monthly business meeting will be at 6 p.m. followed by
a fellowship meal in honor of
Bro. Dennis and Carmeleta
Norvell who will be leaving
next week to pastor the First
Baptist Church in Immokalee,
Fla. Dee and Kathy Lipford will
lead the worship services with
Susan Reynolds, Hazel Jean
Brandon, Dee Lipford and Carol
Kelly as accompanists. Sunday
School will be at 10 a.m.
Hazel United Methodist:
Bro. Alan Trull, pastor, will
speak at about "Where Is Abel
Your Brother?" with scripture
from Genesis 4:1-3 at the 9:45
a.m. service. J.W. Jones will be
worship leader with Toni Jones
as the organist. Johnna Nance
will be in charge of Children's
Church. Sunday. School will be
at 10 a.m.
Mason's Chapel United
Methodist: Bro. Alan Trull,
pastor, will speak about "Where
is Abel Your Brother" with
scfipture from Genesis 4:1-13 at
the 11 a.m. worship service.
Frank Coles is worship leader
with Karen Coles and Sharon
Myatt as accompanists. Larry
Chrisman
and
Johnny
Underwood are ushers. Sunday
School will be at 10 a.m.
Grace Baptist: Bro. Sammy
Cunningham, pastor, will speak
at the 10:45 a.m. and 6 p.m.
worship services. Eddie Morris
will give the children's sermon
at the morning service. Henry
Nance is music director with
Oneida White, Sherry: Fortner
and Kathy Garrison as accompanists. Assisting will be Dwain
McClard, deacon of the week;
Jimmy Kimbro, Brice Ratterrec,
B.J. Koenecke, Charles Craig,
Tim Beane and Allen Leslie as
greeters and ushers. Sunday

School will be at 9. 30 a.m
North Pleasant Grove
Cumberiand Presbyterian:
Rev. Charles Westfall, pastor,
will speak about "ln The Last
Days God'' with scripture from
Hebrews 1:1, 2:5-12 at the 11
a.m. worship service. Camrne
Cain will lead the singing with
Margaret Nell Boyd SS pianist.
Sunday School will be at 10
a.m.
First Presbyterian: Rev
David M. Montgomery, co-pastor, and Rev. David Tark, liturgist, will speak about "Visions
of the Kingdom" with scripture
from Luke 13..18-30 at the
10:45 a.m. worship service.
Todd Hill is choir director with
Kala Dunn as pianist. Playing
while the offering is being
received will be Daye Choi, violin, SaRah Lee, cello, and Kala
Dunn, piano, Assisting will be
Juli McClain, Stephanie and Liz
McClain and Eva Hopkins, ushers_ Sunday School will be at
9:30 a.m.
First United Methodist:
Rev. Richard Smith, pastor, will
speak about "Building Bridges
Not Walls" with scripture from
Ephesians 4:1-6 at the 8:30 and
11 a.m. worship services. Dr.
Pam Wurgler is music director
with Joan Bowker as organist.
The Chancel Choir will sing
"Here I am, Lord" with Tracy
Leslie as pianist at the second
service.
Acolytes will be
Preston Ross and Nicole McGee
with Amber tvleadows as acolyte
parent. Also assisting will be
Rev. Bob Sayweil, minister of
visitation, Jim Steller, pastoral
care assistant, Amanda Lough,
director of youth ministries,
Kristen Schwartz, director of
children's ministries, Holly
Bloodworth and Doug Crafton.
Sunday School will be at 9:50
a.m.
Scotts Grove Baptist: Rev.
John Denham, pastor, will speak
about "A Life Changing
Experience with Jesus Christ"
with scripture from Luke 5:1-11
at the 11 a.m. service and about
"The Beauty of Grace" with
scripture from Galatians 5:2-6

3NCORD
r Servme
10 a rn
pm &Wed 7pm

STUN CENTER
10 00 a m
1050am &fipm
p rn
p

NTECOSTAL
INV CONCORD
10-00 a m
11 00-7 30 p m

r11011111111

SBYTERIAN
9 30 a m
10 45 a m

e**14111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

at the 6 p.m. worship services.
The ordinance of he Lord's
Supper will be observed a the 6
p.m. service. Kevin Crawford is
music director with Mary Davis,
Emma Dean Clayton and
Glenda Rowlett as musicians.
The Praise and Worship Team
will lead the congregation in
special music. Sunday School
will be at 10 a.m.
Westside Baptist: Re v.
Glynn M. Orr, pastor, will speak
about "A Lesson in Hearing &
Receiving God's Word" with
scripture from James 1:17-22 at
the 10:30 a.m. worship service.
Lord's Supper Service will be at
6 p.m. The choir will sing
"When I Think About The
Lord" and Dorothy Rogers will
present special music. at the
moming hour and Jonathan
Burgess at the evening hour.
Assisting will be Jimmy Felts
and Tommy Hoke, deacons of
the week. Sunday School will be
at 9:30 a.m.
First Christian: Rev. Dr.
Ruth Ragovin. minister, will
speak about "One Brief, Shining
It was 175 years ago in 1834, under the leaderMoment!" with scripture from,
Luke 16:19-31 at the contempo- ship of Clough Anderson Warterfield. Peter
rary worship celebration at 9 Fletcher Warterfield, and Daniel Frazer, a house
a.m. and the traditional worship of worship for the benefit of the members of the
celebration at 10:45 a.m. Maric Methodist
Episcopal
Church
was
Dycus is choir director with constructed.They named the church Goshen after
Donnie Hendrix, Judith Hill and the land of Goshen referred to in Genesis 45:10.
Julie Warner, accompanists. The Thanks to Keith S. Venable, the church has a
chancel choir will sing "Come
record of the first 100 years. During the past 75
Share This Feast of Love."
Assisting will be Eric Roberts, years, the church's history has been updated by
worship
leader;
Ruth Keith S. Venable and Carolyn Venable Pool
Daughaday and Dan McKeel, (1984); Rhea Ann Wright (Recollections of
eiders;
Mallory
Cathey, Calloway County 1996); Lois Pharris (Calloway
Elizabeth Dawson, Eric Gray, County P',ctorial History 2002); and Anna Wright
Patsy King, Teresa Nixon and (Calloway County Family History 2005).
Steve Parker, diaconate. Sunday
On Sunday, Oct. 4, Goshen United Methodist
School will be at 9:45 a.m.
Church will celebrate 175 years of service to the
Glendale Road Church of
Lord with its special homecoming services.
Christ: Todd Walker, song
leader, will sixak about "King Rev. Kenchick Lewis, former pastor, will speak at
David and the Jerk" with scrip- the 11 a.m. worship service. Rev. Lesvis served
ture from 1 Samuel 25 at the 9 the Kirksey-Goshen Charge from 1997-2003.
a.m. worship service and R.B. Rev. H. B. Fields, current pastor will introduce the
Barton will speak at the 6 p.m. speaker. he pastor and congregation extend a speworship service. Also assisting cial invitation to descendants of the founders'
will be Gary Evans, involve- families.
ment minister, Nick Hutchens,
Guests will be greeted by Jo Lovett and Steve
Sexton. Acolytes will be Cheyenne Chaney and
III See Page SA
Elizabeth Brunn. Children's church will be

lothet Unit@t1
Alefictittt fhwien

Goshen Church will celebrate
175th homecoming on Sunday
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LSANT GROAT
10 00 a m
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directed by Nonna Edwards. Choir director, April
Arnold will direct the congregational singing with
Renee Doyle and Carla Halkais a.s accompanists.
The church choir will perform "Sing all the Way
to Heaven.- Arnold, accompanied by Tom
Villaflor on the guitar, will sing -In My Life / If
We Never Meet Again."
A pot luck meal will be served in the Family
Fellowship Center at 12:15. While the tables are
being prepared, special music will be presented by
the Youth Choir accompanied by Tom Villaflor.
Alison Chaney, and Clay and Karen Harper The
church's scrapbooks, copies of the 11 property
deeds, and other items will be on display in the
Family Fellowship Center.
On the 175th anniversary of Goshen United
Metriodist Church, remember the words of Keith
S. Venabie: "Many of the past leaders of Goshen
lie in the cemetery. One imagines that they rest
more peacefully near the spot that holds so many.
of their memories, their hopes, and their ideas. It
seems fining that they should be close to God in
death, near the place where they were close to
Him in life. The Goshen Church, as in the past.
stands ready to offer a great service for the Lord's
Kingdom. We look backward with pleasure, and
may we look forward with hope. We enter to worship and depart to serve."
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Featured on the Today Show.
CNN,Good Morning America
& Dateline NBC

Baymont Inn & Suites
Murray
1210 N 12th Street
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that we not only pay more for your
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but, in many cases,
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Herringbone Necklaces -Avg Price: $275
Bangle Bracelets - Avg Ptice: $175
Hoop Earrings - Avg price: $95
Men's Class Rings - Avg Price: $125
Gold Watches -Avg Price: $225
Gold Nugget Jewelry-AVg PtiCe: $315
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First Baptist Church welcomes
Rainer as new pastor Sunday
Rev. Sam Rainer will begin his
pastorate at First Baptist Church
on Sunday. He will be speaking
from the book of. Philippians
with the title being "Life Worth
Dying For" based on scripture
from Philippians 1:21.
Sam Rainer and his wife, Erin.
are Kentucky natives and are
excited to return home to serve
the Lord and raise a family in
the Murray community. He
said, "I believe God is calling
me to a senior pastorate where
my wife and 1 can plant roots."
He has a passion for missions.
and one of the attractions of
First Baptist is its missions history and heritage. He said he
looks forward to the opportunities to minister to a multi-generational church that includes college students, young families,
and senior adults.
Rainer's ministry goal is: "I
have a deep desire to serve and
love God's church as well as fulfill the Great Commandment,
the Great Commission, and the
gospel mandate of Acts 1:8."
Rainer is the co-author (with
his father, Dr. Thom Rainer,
president of Lifeway Christian
Resources) of the 2008 book,
Essential Church, and is a featured columnist and blogger for
Outreach magazine. He has
been a key-note speaker at various Baptist state conventions
and other mission conferences

tww.,
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First Lady Jane Beshear is pictured with breast cancer survivors in front of the floral clock egi:
tne state capitol in Frankfort.
:r.

First Lady Jane Beshear recognizest
Breast Cancer Awareness Month Ne.•••
Sam and Erin Rainer
across the United States and
internationally. In November.
Rainer will be speaking at the
National Outreach Convention
in San Diego, Calif.
He has a bachelor's degree in
Business
Administration,
Finance arid Marketing; a master of Missiology from The
Southem Baptist Theological
Seminary; and is currently a
candidate
in
the
Ph.D.
Leadership Studies program of
Dallas Baptist University. A

Campbellsville University graduate, Erin is certified to teach
Health arid Physical Education.
The couple comes to Murray
from Sarasota, Fla.. where
Rainer was the lead pastor of the
Lakewood Ranch Catripus of
Sarasota Baptist Church.
First Baptist Church invites
everyone to join them Sunday
for Sam Rainer's ftrst Sunday in
the pulpit. Sunday worship
times are 8:30 a.m., 10:55 a.m.
and 6 p.m.

How would ,Jesus express sympathy?
Question:
How do you
know what
to do or say
when
a
friend is in
grief over
the death of
a
dear
loved one?
h a t
What Would would
Jesus Do? Jesus do?
By Richard
Answer:
Youngblood, The death of
Minister of
a loved one
University
must
be
Church of
faced by all
Christ
of us at
sometime.
The depth of the grief depends
on factors like the closeness and
Length of the relationship, age of
the person who died, and circumstances of the death: after a
long illness or as a result of a
sudden tragedy. While I cannot
give a precise formula for every
situation, do believe we can
glean some broad principles
from the Bible that Jesus would
encourage us to apply.
Begin by always approaching
a fnend in bereavement with
respectful silence. When Job's
friends heard about the tragic
loss of his children, property
and health. they came to him
and sat with him in silence for
seven days. When they did
speak. their words that were
intended to help only made his
suffering worse (Job 2:11ff).
Silence seems awkward; we feel
that we are doing nothing and
something must be done. But
the greatest need at this moment
is not for our words but our
presence showing that we care
and desire to surround our friend
with love. We need to learn from
Job's experience and from the
words of Proverbs 29.10. "Do
you see a man who speaks in
haste? There is more hope for a
fool than for him." There will
come a time when it is appropriate to say something, but don't
rush it. Even then, it may be best
to simply say,"I'm here because
I care. I don't know what to
say." Your presence alone means
more than you can ever know.

Along with silence, approach
a grieving friend with an openness to listen. A person in grief
often has a greater need to be
heard than to hear. This can also
be somewhat uncomfortable for
us: but for healing and recovery
to take place, our t'riends need to
be allowed the freedom to
express openly their sorrow,
pain and sometimes guilt-feelings or even anger at what has
happeneki. The words of James
1:19 have a special place in this
situation, "Everyone should be
quick to listen and slow to
speak." Don't force grieving
friends to talk; but when they
show a desire to talk.. give your
permission by words and
actions. Le,arn to be a good listener at this difficult time.
When the time does come to
speak, use words of sympathy
and love. Do not feel compelled
to express your opinions, offer
simplistic, pious platitudes or
explain what has happened.
Discussions of theology or interpretations of the problem of pain
and death need to be left to less
emotional times when a person
is able to think more rationally.
The wise man warned, "A fool
finds no pleasure in understanding but delights in ainng his
own opinions"(Proverbs 18:2).
On the other hand, the apostle
Paul wrote that we should "carry
each other's burdens, and in this
way you will fulfill the law of
Christ" (Galatians 6:2). A few
verses earlier he had explained
that the "entire law is summed
up in a single command: 'Love
your neighbor as yourself•"
(Galatians 5:14). Our words to
those in bereavement need to be
expressions of love. concem and
of a willingness to stay with
them and do whatever may need
to be done.
Finally., nothing can replace
prayer in times of sorrow and
tragedy. Before going to see a
fnend in grief. pray for the wisdom and guidance of the "Father
of compassion and the God of
all comfort" to be with you and
your fnend (2 Corinthians 1:3).
[Re-published from Oct. 2007.
Send questions or corments to
University Church of Christ.

801 N. 12th, Murray, KY 42071
or phone 270-753-1881. This
article is reproduced on the web:
www.nchrist.org

FRANKFORT, Ky. - Standing in front of the
Floral Clock of the Capitol campus, First Lady
Jane Beshear on Thursday presented Frankfort
breast cancer survivors with a proclamation in
recognition of Breast Cancer Awareness Month.
"Every day, a mother, grmdmother, wife, sister,
aunt, daughter, or best fnend will be diagnosed
with breast cancer," Mrs. Beshear said. "Many
former First Ladies championed the fight against
this terrible disease. I'm happy to continue the
legacy left by those amazing women."
Last year, Mrs. Beshear announced "Horses and
Hope," a program combining her love of horses
with her passion to bring awareness to and prevention of breast cancer.
The Office of the First Lady has partnered with
the Kentucky Cancer Program and racetracks
across the state to host Breast Cancer Race Days.
At the tracks, breast cancer awareness, education
and screening is provided to track workers and
their families, placing special emphasis on the
uninsured and undennsured. Turfway Park and
Ellis Park have already hosted their second race
days this year, both were a success. "Horses and

Hope" Breast Cancer Race Days will also be he :
on October 29th at Keeneland and November 15
at Churchill Downs.
"Early detection of breast cancer can save
and medical experts stress that every woman ovgf.
..
40 should have a yearly mammogram," said Mr§
Beshear. To encourage women to be screened ftt
breast cancer. the First Lady's Office sends a s
cial birthday card to every woman in the sta
upon tuming 60 reminding them to have a ma
mogram. This year, the birthday cards we
updated to reflect Mrs. Beshear's involvemeal
with the Horses and Hope program.
In addition to Horses and Hope, the First Lae*:
also proudly carries on a tradition of former Firilk
Ladies naming Thursday "Wear Pink to Work'
Day" for state employees.
Breast cancer is the second leading cause of cancer deaths among Kentucky's women. According
to the Kentucky Cancer Registry, an average of
2,700 new cases of breast cancer is diagnosed in
Kentucky women each year. Over the last five
years, an average of nearly 600 Kentucky womett:
has died each year from breast ckuicer.
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youth minister, and Bob
Beecher, Hayden Rogers, Tony
Kelly. Jay Stark. Josh Smith.
Jeremy Bell, Ryan Kelly, Walter
Steely, Joe Thornton and Steve
Dublin. A short worship service
will be at 5 a.m. and Bible
School at 10:15 a.m.
Church
of
University
Christ: Richard Youngblood,
minister. will speak about "The
Testing of Faith" with scnpture
from Genesis 22 at the 10 a.m.
worship service and Charley
Bazzell, tninister, will speak
about "Following Jesus to the

Land of the Living with scrip,
ture from Hebrews 12:1-3 at the
5, p.m. worship service. Danny
Clairborne will be worship
leader. Also assisting will be
Greg DeLancey, Randy Dunn
and Bobby Bazzell. Bible classes will be at 9 a.m.
Flint Baptist: Bro. Jim
Simmons, pastor, will speak
about "Our Right Now God"
with sciipture from Exodus 20:1
at the 10 a.m. worship service
and about "Your Picture of
God" with scripture from
Bxodus 20:4 at the 6:45 p.m.
Damn
worship
service.
Chapman is song leader.
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MARSHALS, LIGHTNING
GET BEST OF CALLOWAY

Photo provded
:he floral clock qi:

TOMMY DILLARD / Ledger & Times
MUrray head coach Jim Baurer
(foreground) and assistants Martin
Son (left) and Justin Baurer look on
during an All 'A' regional match at
St. Mary earlier thls season. The
Tigers face Danville in the semifinals on Sunday in Frankfort.
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MURRA1' FACES
REMATCH WITH
DANVILLE IN SUNDAY
SEMIFINAL MATCH

TOMMY DILLARD Ledger & Times
Calloway County forward Nick Holt plays this ball off his chest during the first half of Marshall County's 3-0 victory Thursday at Jirr Nix
Soccer Complex. Defending on the play is Marshall County senior Trevor Gamble.

HAMPERED BY FLU, LAKERS LIMP TOWARD POSTSEASON
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
Brandon Morris would like to see
hat his team could accomplish at full
strength.
Instead. his Calloway County
bunch has played most of the season at
least a man down. First, it was an
injury to key fonvard Jared Shankle.
Now, it's the flu that has ravaged
Morris' starting lineup over the last
Week.
. Calloway has now lost six of its last
seven games and hasn't posted a victoty since Sept. 15 after starting the seaion 4-3.
Forwards Nick Holt and Karlo
Vazquez were both coming off fevers
and flu-like symptoms in a 3-0 loss to
Marshall County on Thursday and the
team's play reflected theirs.
Calloway outplayed the Marshals
for the first 10 minutes at Jim Nix
Soccer Complex. even narrowly missing a golden scoring opportunity that
would have given them a 1-0 lead, but
began to wear down halfway through
the first half.
' An onslaught of three Marshall
ounty goals during a 10-minute span
late in the first half put the Lacers
behind and lightning finished them off
as the game was called several minutes into the second half.
"The first 10 minutes of the game,
we were playing the way we needed to
•

W

play," said Morris, whose team finishes district play at 2-5-2.
"I saw Nick and Karlo both get
tired pretty quickly coining off die flu.
It's no excuse, but it's toug,h when
these kids have had fevers all week,
haven't been in the groove and have to
come out here and play Marshall
County."
With the win, die Marshals finished
the district season 7-1 and have die
same number of losses as Murray. But
the Tigers have one more win than
Marshall. which played Mayfield just
once. ensuring Murray die No. 1 seed
in the district tournament.
Calloway will enter the tournament
as the No. 4 seed and likely face a
first-round matchup with fifth-seeded
Community Christian.
Because Calloway and Marshall
played a full half of soccer, the score
stood when referees sent both teams to
their dugouts 10 minutes into the second half. With stomis approaching,
school officials decided to end the
game immediately.
"It's disappointing," Morris said.
"No matter what, there's still a chance
you could tie or win a game in this situation. But even putting in a couple
goals and making it 3-1 or 3-2, we
could have left here with our heads
up."
The Laker's best chance of the first
half came in the 36th minute when

Holt passed to Vazquez, who had im
open shot in the box, but the ball sailed
over the goal.
In addition to the tlu bug,
Dist (Overall)
SChool
Calloway's offense was further hampered by the absence of fonvard Theo
8-1 (13-2)
Murray
Qualls, who is serving a suspension
7-1 (12-3-1)
Marshall Co
after receiving a red card in a previous
4-5-1 (8-7-2)
Graves Co.
game.
Calloway Co.
2-5-2(4-9-2)
Despite the setbacks, Morris takes
Community Christ. 1-5-1 (6-8-1)
solace in the fact that his team's goal
Mayfield
1-6-2(3-7-2)
— being competitive in the district
On Thursday, it was perfectly
tournament — is still in front of them.
placed corners that gave his team the
"Physically, with ankles and knees
edge against Calloway.
and everything, we're healthy." he
"Their throw-ins and their corners
said. "We've still got two games that
are so dangerous." Morris said. "They
can help us get back in the groove.
With our numbers the way they are, know it and they have a lot of height in
their back line that they pull up. We
not being full strength is a lot harder
just need to challenge better in the air
for us than for teams like Murray and
with them. Everybody sees it coining,
Marshall."
but they're so good at it, it's hard to
Marshall County began to take the
stop."
game over with 25 minutes remaining
The Marshals scored their second
in the half and got their first goal of the
goal several minutes later when Andy
night off a comer kick at the 20th
Glover fired a left-footed shot from
minute.
the right side of the goal that caromed
Senior Tyler Devine launched a
off Calloway keeper Reid McDaniel
high arching kick that fell into the box
and into the net.
and was booted in by fellow senior
Devore scored the third and final
Sam Devore.
goal on a penalty kick in the I I th
The Marshals have devastated disminute.
trict opponents this week off their set
Calloway had one more chime just
plays. In a 4-3 win over Murray on
before halftime when Holt got the ball
Tuesday. head coach Don Walker's
in a one-on-one situation approaching
club scored several goals off throwthe Marshall goal, but had the ball
ins.
stolen.
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Alabama focusing on improving, not blowing out UK
WILDCATS TAKE ON
SECOND TOP 5 OPPONENT
IN AS MANY WEEKS
By PAU. GRAVES
AP Sports Wnter
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — Alabama linebacker
Rolando Mt-Clain has a message for everyone trying
to compare the third-ranked Crimson Tide to No. I
Florida: get a life.
; "We're not Flohda, Flonda's not us," McClain
laid. "They do what they do and we do what we do.
they're a great team and we're just trying to make a
flame for ourselves."
Still. the comparisons are inviting, particularly
how. A week after the Gators rolled over Kentucky.

1:4

the Crimson Tide (4-0. 1-0 Southeastern Conference)
get a crack at the Wildcats (2-1. 0-1).
McClain understands the urge the experts feel to
try and stack up the two teams — who would only
meet in the SEC title game — but isn't concerned
about the Crimson Tide trying to match the Gators
style point for style point. Right now.simply winning
and staying in die conversation for the national
championship would be enough.
"There's really no comparison in my mind," he
said. "'They played them and they beat them. We're
going to try to beat them."
It's something the Cnmson 'Tide have done with
stunning regularity against the Wildcats. Alabama
leads tht ali-time series 34-2-1 and has lost in
Lexington just once since 1922.
And while McClain is tiring of the comparisons,
Kentucky coach Rich Brooks just laughed when

asked if the Cnmson Tide were as good as the Gators.
"They're riot any worse," Brooks said. "Alabama
is as good as Florida, just in a different way.... They
have no weakness. They could be the No. 1 teatn in
the nation. After it's all said and done, they tnight
Facing an opponent with a long history of dominance over his program is nothing new to Brooks.
He'd hoped before the season the Wildcats are finally at the point where they can stop playing the role of
patsy against one of the SEC's big boys. Then
Kentucky got rolled by Florida la.st weekend for the
23rd straight time.
Now his team has to try and bounce back against
a team Brooks figures is every bit the equal of the
Gators.
"Aren't I lucky?" he deadpanned when asked
See UK,28

By TOMMY DIIJAND
Sports Writer
Even after netting the program's
biggest win in recent memory over state
power Louisville Collegiate in the quarterfinals of the Class A State Cup on Sept. 19,
Murray's players were thinking about
Danville.
The Admirals knocked Murray out of
the Class A quaiterfinals in 2008 in a game
the Tigers thought they should have won.
A year later, they'll get a chance at
redemption in the semifinals on Sunday at
I p.m. EDT at Sower Field in Frankfort.
"When we carne off the field after the
Collegiate game, one of the first comments was, 'We get to play Danville,'"
Baurer said. "I thinlc they left that match
last year with the feeling they should have
won."
The 20Cl8 meeting between the two
squads was determined largely by penalty'
kicks. Murray outshot the Admirals 7-;
but catne away on the short end of a 2-1
final score.
Danville was ranked 16th in die state
coming into that game, but this year, it's
Murray receiving statewide attention after
defeating runth-ranked Collegiate.
The Tigers jumped from No. 25 *lie.
15 in the state coaches' poll afte'r :the
Collegiate win and sit at No. 14 this week.
Murray is the only ranked squad - left
standing in the small-school tournament."
Danville and one other semifinalist,. St.
Henry, a Catholic school in northern
Kentucky, received votes, but neidter
cracked the top 25.
According to the polls, Murray is an
apparent favorite to claim a state-level
championship in a tearn sport, something
that hasn't happened since the Tigers took
an All 'A' track and field championship in
2001.
But Baurer doesn't see his squad= as a
favorite. He says he believes DanViTle.
which sits at 11-1-3 on the season, should
be ranked.
"The rankings are what they are," he
said. "I don't look at us as a favorite.
Anytime you get a team with caw loss.or
no losses and they have a tradition of playing well, I think they should be noticed,"
Danville arrived at the semifinals by
defeating Maysville St. Patrick 5-1 in the
quarterfinals. The Admirals outshot the
Saints 27-6.
Baurer has several scouting reports on
Danville, one of which comes firsthand
from assistant Martin Son, who watched
the St. Patrick match while the rest of the
staff helped die Tigers prepare for their
own gaine.
By all accounts, Danville is a strong,
aggressive team.
"They're probably a little more direct
than we are. maybe don't possess the ball
quite as much as we try to." Baurer said.
"They•re not overly quick, but they're a
strong. physical, athletic team."
The Tigers and Admirals have faced
one common opponent in Lexington
Christian. games which Murray won 2-0
and Danville lost 2-1.
The Class A championship game will
be held at 5 p.m. EDT Sunday. The semifinals and championship were supposed to
be played Sept. 20, the day after the quarterfinals.
Soaking rain postponed the games to
See SOCCER,28
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LADY LAKERS TAKE
STRAIGHT-SET
VICTORY IN
HICKMAN
Staff Report
1exie Watson led Calloway
Cpuniy with 18 points atiLl thrcc
kills as the 1 ady Laker. defeated
Fulton County in straight sets in
Hicknian Thursday. night.
Calloway took the first game
to
25-20 and the second 25-9
nt:itich then litth win ot the seast

y-cannhied divisozn
wilkl card

Maegan Lusk added nine
points %hilt: Brim-tee Deitz
scored six points and a kill.
Allison Rogers contributed five
points. five assists and three kills
and Leanne Luther notched four
points. one assist and three kills.
,'sstaleigh Wolfe scored live
gaiints. Samantha Darnell added
McKnight
Emily
ti;vi; and
notched a point and a kill.
Calloway improves to 5-21 on
oson as Fulton County falls
, i se_2a
he
(
t
The Lady Lakers wrap up the
reaular season with two home
games nest week --- versus
Lisingston Central on Tuesday
Paducah Tilghman on
and
Thursday.
action
varsity
junior
fn
Calloway
night,
Thursday
defeated Fulton County'2 I -6 and
.21-16. Dera Hale scored 14
:poiuts and two aces to lead the
:Lady [Akers while Kristen
Dennis added eight ixants, a kill
antithree aces.
Crystal Millard contributed
feken points. two kills and two
imd Ashleigh Wolfe 'added
six points, three assists and three
.8CCS.
„Katlyn Cook notched five
piants and an ace and Janae
Sirtizti scored two points.
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Racers soar past Skyhawks
By PAW Spots Wormation
The Murray State volleyball
team improved to 3-3 in the
Ohio Valley Conference with a
3-0 (25-17, 25-22, 25-20) victory over UT Martin in Racer
Arena Thuraday night.
The Racers (3-13, 3-3 OVC)
had a .strotig overall match and
saw an impressive performance

from junior Becca Lamb who
tallied a .737 hitting percentage.
Lamb's 15 kills on one error
and 19 total attempts for her 737
attack pen:entagc was the second-best hitting percentage by
an MSU player (15- 19 attempts)
in school history and the third
hest with all number of attempts.
The Highland, III., native also
added three block assists and

two digs.
The Racers had three players
record double-digit kill totals
and iwo add doubie-digits in the
digs column. Resides LArtib, junior Ashley Nenninger and sophomore Jade Guo each tallied 10
kills. while sophomore Kayleah
Sauer and freshman Lydia Orf
garnered 19 and 10 digs, respectively.

ALL NIGHT,8:30 PM - 11:30 PM!
0/ ALL Posts,Wire,
/0 Panels, Gates
& Motorized
Vehicles

Thursday's Dawes
Minnesota 6. Detroit 3
Texas it. LA Angels 3
Baitchore 3, Tempo Bay 2
Boston 3. Clevaiand 0
Seethe 4. Oakland 2
Friday's Gaines
Chicago White Sox (Peavy 2-0) al
13-81, 06 p m
Jackson
(E.
Debue
Toronto (Purorr 1-2) at Salarnons
(Berken 3-123 e.os P.111
C.311Y91/1110 (Senvees 6-101 el Boston
(Metsuzsim 3-41), fl 10 p m
N Y Yankees (Setethis .ig.-7) at Tempe
Bey (Price 9-7), 6.36 p.m
Kansa& City (01Niardo 0-2) at Minnesota
(Mentstup 0-1) 7 10 p m
L A Angels (Jim: Weave(' 15-8) el
Oaluand (0.0onzaliaz 84). 9 06 p m
Texas (MCCAirety 7-4 el Senate (SOO
3-21.9 10prn
Saturday's (lames
Oakland
L ANON (Karma 0-91 at
(Evellind 2-3), 3:D5 p.m
Kansas City (Wein* 16-81 at
Minnesota (Blackburn 11-11), 3 10 p (in
al
Chic41410 wt** Sox (Garcia 2-4)
Detroit (Figaro 2-1), 8.05 p
st
Baltimore
8-10)
(Richmond
Toronto
fliericircioion 5-51, 8:06 p m
N Y Yht11191111 (Pehlke 14-7) at ramps
Bay (Niernann 12-6). 6-08 p.m
Cleuelaind (LeRoy 74)at Boston
(Beck* 164), 8:10 p m.
Texas (Taw/Sunset 9-5) at Seel%
(Rovegan0-190YOVI 4-4). 8:10 p.m
Sunckey'll Games
Chicago While Sox (Dinka 13-10) al
Detion (Yerlander 1$4), 12:06 p m
Clevehand(Mks 1-4) at Baden
(Buchholz. 7-4). 12:35 p.m.
Toronto (R Romero ia-to Selltrnont
(Guthrie 10-171, 12- 36 p.m.
'1 Yankees(A Burned 1241 at Tempe
Say (WV Oeviii 2-1), 12 38 p ft,
Kansas City (Hophevar 7.12) pi
Minnesota (Dusinsing 5-2. 1 10 p.m
L.A Angels 1J Saunders 1 3-71 et
Oakland (Ed Oonzalez 0-43 3:08 p.m.
Texas (Feldman 17-7) al Smiles
1F Hernandez 16-53 3:10 p m.
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--Thursday's Games
St Louis 13, Cincinruiti 0
Colorado 9. klimaukos 2
01191 F1iitsdeCO Arizona 3
weanincion 2, Atlanta 1
Shouslori 5, Philadeiphis 3
Pittsburgh at Chicago, ood . rain
Fridays Clams.
Anions (Ibuckner 3-6) 119 Chltsag0 Cubs
ny
(Goilshan 7-2). 1 20 p.m
Florida (Srandenelum 2-2) al
Philadelphia (Stanton 12-7) 5 05 P.m.
Houston Oh RoOnguel 14-111 N Y.
Metz(Mains 6-8), 8 10 p m
ai
Pittsburgh (0 McCuticeen
p rr.
Cincinnati tt_sh,5-2).
Washington IL, Hernandez 8-121 at
Atlanta (0 Lows 15-91. 6'36 9 m
Mitwauluse (Looper 13-71 at St Louis
(Wainwright 1943 7:15 p.m
San Frani** (Ded 10-13) al a4V,
Doge (Comets 12-103 9.08 p.m.
Colorado (Jimenez 14-12) at L.A.
Dodgers (Wolf 114), 9710 p.m.
Saturday's Gernahl
(D.Cabrina 0-5) it ChM*
•
Cuide (111 Wells 11.10), 12-05 p.m.
Houston (Eduardo 1-21 N Y Mots
(Misch 2-4). 12 10 p
Milwaukee (150•Si 5-9) at St Louts
(Loh** 8-93 12 10 p r71
Flees* 1A.Sanchaz 3-111 at Phileditionut
(Harnels10-10), 3:10 p.m
Washington (Detwiler i-e) at Atlanta
(Jurriens 14-10). 3:10 p.m
Cincinnati
P6tetur9t (0Mhe 11-15) at
(Cueto 10-11), 0 10 p.m
81 san
14.71
San Francisco iCain
Diego OA:Ilene 2-13 9.06 p
Coiorado (De La Flosa 164)ai L.A.
Dockers (Kershaw 54). 9:10 pin
Sunday's Games
Houston (W Lopez 0-1) at N Y Mete
12:10 p.m
24),
(Figueroa
Pittsburgh (K.Nart 44)at Ctn.:is-non
tH.Etsaey 7-53 12:10 P.m.
Florida (JOJOhnion 1C-8) at
Philadelphia (Hipp 12.. 12.38 p.m
Washington 1J Martin 5-4, •-• 1.5arda
(T.Hudeon 2-1), 12:38 p.m
Milwaukee (Narvesen 2-01 si St Louhs
1Pinikro 15-12), 1:18 p.m
Anzona(0 Oavt• 6-141 at ChicagO
C9911 (Dempster 11-8), 1 20 p m
San Francisco 1J Sanchez 8-12) at San
Diego (Mulica 3-5), 3:08 p.m
Colorsoo Marquis 15-12) at L A.
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From Page 18
Sept. 27, but rain once agam
postponed the action to this
weekend. This time, the forecast
for Sunday looks perfect —
partly cloudy and 65 degrees in
Frankfort,
The Tigers have dealt with
flu issues this week and were
without several players in
Monday's loss at Marshall

County. According to Baurer.
Murray is healthier than they
were at the beginning of the
week, hut may miss senior
starter Dillon Ward with an

eiectro
and h
'J.:faking
'-'tonos t
gr

ankle injury.
Ward suffered the injury
Monday and did not play
Tuesday at Graves County, but
on
sparingly
practice
did
Thursday.
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From Pegs 18
about the brutal hack-to-back.
It may take more than luck for
the Wildcats to hang with the
Crimson Tide,
Quarterback Greg McElroy
has blossomed in his first year as

gat(Ards
ReguIe prke in stodi news only Ealudn das, layata/16, pow tools
and venal orders .wis, loq Lictotin 2004 me

9:30 PM - 10:30 PM ONLY!
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starter. He's completing nearly
68 percent of his passes and hasn't thrown an interception since
halftime of the season-opener
against Virginia Tech. McElroy
is playing so well coach Nick
Saban didn't immediately dismiss the prospect of launching a
late Heisman Trophy campaign
Oft his quarterback's behalf.
Not that the notonously
focused Saban -- who passes
amund compliments about as
often as he smiles — endorsed it
either.
"I don't think about things
like that," he said. "I'm kind of
worried about playing well in
this game. To mt. if you play
well and you win, those kinds of
things seem to take care of themselves."
McElroy and the rest of the
offense have had little trouble
of opponents.
taking care
Alabama has put up at least 498
yards in three of its four games
and is thriving on the kind of
diversity it lacked a year ago.
Running back Mark Ingram

and true freshman Trent
Alabama
give
Richardson
arguably the best one-tvvo backfield punch in the country.
Marquis Maze's development at
receiver means opponents can't

double-team star Julio Jones.
"They do a good job of
spreading the ball around so you
can't really focus on a particular
guy," Brooks said. "Although if
you don't focus on Jones you are
kind of crazy because he can

report
Iy
ca

gash you in a hurry."
tvlaybe, but the Wildcats were
able to hold Jones in check a
year ago. hanging tough before
falling 17- it. Given the string of
stunning upsets in recent weeks
that have wreaked havoc on the
polls in recent weeks. Alabama
remains wary.
"We take it upon ourselves to
stay focused," said Alabama center William Vlachos. "Hopefully
(getting upset) won't happen
We've got to do what we do."
Saban has praised his team
for it's ability' not to get caught
looking ahead, though he admits
the Cnmsofi Tide are right where
the
they want to be heading into
meat of their schedule: undefeated and in the hunt for a national
Hc's also only too aware ot
how one misstep can ruin the
season.
"You've got tci be aggressive
and you've got to have an

aggressive mindset and can't
think, 'I don't want to mess Jp,
so I'm going to play to keep
from getting heat here,'" Saban
said. -Then the next thing you
know the other team is more
aggressive and you're not playing your game and not doing the
things that you need to do."
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CARD OF THANKS

thank all of our friends
and family for their
support during the
recent loss of our son
Jeremy Haley. All of
the prayers, emails,
cards, flowers and
lood is so appreciated. Words cannot
express how we feel about each and
everyone of you.
Without God, family and our church
lantily we could not make it ;hrough this
difficult time. Wc give God the praise
and know that Jeremy is with him in
heaven, and we will see him again one
day. We love you all.

IIVI-IVIEDIATE OPENING
NiED EXTRA.C-ASH?
• Minirnal Hours • Monthly Pay

Taking Applicititians'ior
County Route Carrier For
The Murray Ledger & Times
MUst have own automobile, good driving
record and vehicle insurance Six day per
week delivery. Interested persons shouId
come by and-pick up an application at
'The Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whittle!, Ave

Clod BleA,s You All,

PLEASE NO PHONE CALLS

Noise

_J
11-DAY Holyland
Jordan Pilgrimage
March-2010 from
Nashville only 12,788.
For a color brochure
contact Pastor J?rk
Studio, (270)889-7604
or 'studio Oaol.com.
We offer expenence
you can trust.
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OET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
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MONTH
CALL 753-1916
Thrift
,eCOMMUNITY
Store
312 N Market St
- Pans. TN 38242
(7311707-0311
Clothing. housewares,
electronics furniture,
and holictay decor
'J.:faking donations of all
'-'llends to benefit various
'local groups.
.ri
NOTICE
Advertisers are
requested to check
. the first insertion of
their ad for any
. error. Murray Ledger
& Times will be
responsible for only
one IncomPet
Insertion. Any error
should be
reported immedistitely so corrections
can be made.
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'THE Murray Ledger
.,• & Times considers Its
sources reliable, but
do
inaccuracies
occur Readers using
•
this information do so
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OFFICE & rentai propcleaning
erty
References available
227-8535
STAY al home mother
of 2 is available full or
part•time
hours
Availability is from
6am-9pm, Mon-Set
Children ages infancy
to prek Reasonable
Rates! 270-293-0374
270-9/8-5194

(14 X 58) 2BR Home
and Lot on State Line
Rd Crossland
($12 5001
Contact Broker &
Owner
Mike Conley
270 293 3232

""*""d 1
LOST Old Black male
dog w/grey face wIth
red collar Hari cancer
very thin Lost around
Kirloyood/Okandal•
Rd. 293-5785
LOST Sot of keys at
food stamp parking lot
489-2059

BRITTHAVEN of
Benton now has a tulltime position for an
experienced cook/aide
for nursing home environment Must be
able to work days
afternoons and week.
ends Apply in person
at Brethaven of
Benton 2607 Main
Street Benton KY No
phone calls please
EOLAAE

DISCLAIMER
When airess1111 the
"help wanted" section
tal qUi classifieds
*chimp at
'hurray ledger Lord
you will he redirected
to yeinctuork i:orn
By &link
Murray. and leical are
hating. will appear on
wehilite
However. as national
all lottnio
*chute.
im the ailarwtWork torn
arc taxed through
the Murrav Ledger
& lama Pleaae tell
u, it you have an)
question* rt gardling
the Murray arra
listinits nun* you

DO you love worklrg
with kids?
Wee Care Entireness
may be lust the place
tor you, Full time and
part time positions
available
Apply at
Wee Care
109 S 15th St
Murray. KY 42071
(270)753-5227
Real
PADUCAH
Estate
98hr licensing class
begins 9-28 Days or
nights 10-1 Late registration up to Oct 31
card
Debit/credit
accepted, Ezy payment plan 270-2230789
deloisea dams0yahoo
com

1)1'1MM',
S110111(1 appl% (11

Murray 1,edger & Times
1901 Whitnell Ave.
Murray, KY
Ageni Serylcie Roo
Are you outgoing and customer-tocused? Do
you enioy working with trio public? If you
answered yes to these questions, working for a
future State Farm Agent may be the career for
youl You will receive the necessary training
needed to pursue this opportunity
You wie be hired by a temp agency for a penod
of up to 90 days to satisfactorily complete the
training and licensing Once the licensing and
training is complete you may be considered ter
permanent employment with a State Farm
Agent
Background, drug screen and credit check will
be required
Skills/Abilities Self motivated, abed), to work in
a team environment. ability to multi-task, &nay
to make presentations to potential clients
achieve mutually agreed upon mediating goals
Send resume to PO so. lo4o.c
Murray, KY 42071

Britthaven of Benton now hes a full-time
position for an exparlenced aide/cook
tor nursing home environment
Must be able to work days.
afternoons and weekends
Apply In person st BrItthaven of
Benton 2607 Main Streit Benton, KY
No phone calls please E0E/AAE

Britthaven of Benton is currently acceptino
applicatrons for the following positron RN
full-time afternoon shift We offer competi
tive wages and an excellent beneht packaye
Must be licensed in the Stele of Kentucky
Apply in person et BrInhaven of Benton
2607 Maln Street Hwy 641 S Benton, KY
42025 EOEJAAE
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

Help Wanted
HUDDLE House in
Murray hiring Shift
Managers & TOAfT1
members For details
call (270)217-4410 or
email your resume to
jmorganecheerstoodandfuel.com or fax
to
resume
your
(270)443-6032. also
apply online at cheersfoodandfuel.net. Open
Interviews at Huddle
House 10/8, 10/9,
10/10. 9-3.

\ 3N I

IMMEDIATE Full-time
receptionist Excellent
people phone. computer & typing skills
and able to learn new
software applications
Mail resumes tO PO
Box 1040-F, Murray,
KY 42071
The
hiring
NOW
Crossroads in Hardin,
KY Servers, cashiers,
hostess. dishwasher.
cooks acid prep cooks
Must be friendly. outgoing and able to work
weekends Come bY
between 7am•5pm for
application
PECO Products hiring
all positions send
resume to infodpeco.
products com PO Box
363 Murray

PREMIER Motors is
hinng a part-time lot
attendant responsible
for lot inventory computer entr-y and various office duties
Apply in person at 537
Brewers Hwy Hardin
KY
SNOW Plow drivers
Earn extra
needed
money this winter
This work is an on-call
basis
as-nseded
depending or weather
Class B CDL required
$15 00 per hour plus
incentives for dedicated dnvers Paid trainCall
ing provided
or
(270)247.1400
email mehatia0 youngblooclexcavating,eorn
YEC is an EOE
F
F
A
ST
Accountant/CPA - successful CPA firm offering competitive salary
4 day work week 2yrs
accounting
public
experience and BS in
accounting required
Email resume confito
dentially
Juliet"sacora com

mastic 6 Chador,
ARE
HOL IDAY S
DO
YOU
NEAR?
NEED YOUR HOUSE
CLEANED,
270-293-5806

Hews for Rant
14X58 2BR S300
month. $300 deposit
12x60 2BR $200
month. $200 deposit
KY Lake Patterson
Point area 436-6280

ant to Ibuy
ANTIOUES. Call Larry
753-3633
CASH paid tor —
good. used guns.
Benson Sporting
Go,,ds. 519 S 12th
Murray

LARGE 3BR

$295

753-6012
For Reel
1 OFI 2br apts near
downtown
Murray
Lease and deposit
required 753-4109

FM&rectos
Frx Sake
Country Metal.,
& Iltitttliv)(;
Stipplet.,

1,213 Bedroom
753-0606
PBR Duplex, C/H/A,
all appliances. newly
remodeled, 1003-8
Northwood
(270)753-0259
refrigerator,
2BR,
stove. No pets. 204 S.
Ilth St. $400 monthly.
767-9037

:lei 1

TOTAL GYM as seen
on TV. real work out
Lamp, antique stained
glass New Estebain
guitar with instruction
DVD's..
270-705-8208.

VERY Nice Large,
2-Bedroom. 2-Batn
Duplex. cornekately
remodeled. central.
heatiair washer/dryer,
all appliances furnished. great location.
no pets,
non-smoking
5650 00/month, on•
year lease deposit
and references
required 753-5719.
VERY Nice. 2Bedroom, 1 -Bath
Duplex. centralheat/alr. washeridryer,
all appliances fur•
nished, great location
no eels,
non-smoking
$800.00imontn. one
year lease. deposit
and references
required. 753.5719

1'4)5 Diuguid Dnve
Murray. KY 42071
(hie and Two
Sednitsn Apartment,
2T0-753-35S6
TDD 1•800-545-11133
Ext. 2E3

A

kqua opport,ev

apartment
GREAT
close to MSU quiet
2BR
neighborhood
IBA, w/d included, re.)
pets $400/mo Deposit
& lease required
293-5871

49
111111anws
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4
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(210)153-1113
I

TOP quality
consignment furniture,
accessories and
antiques
Rood Interiors
603 Main St
753-6361
TWO bedroom suites
dining room table/
chairs. recliner, wash•
el dryer All in excellent condtton
270-293-5670
&Garden
tow
Deere
John
behind yard sweeper
&
Briggs
$150
Stratton 5 HP chip$250
per/shredder
270-767-0438
re Equipment

Foi
—Tinenti

Calloway Garden
Easel Downs
Apartments

WII w/Gultar Rock
Hero and many other
games. Less Man tyr
oid wtth very minimal
use. $250. Black iron
sofa table ( tall w/glass
top). $150
Electnc treadmill. dig,
tal with inclines and
weights, $200.
Black eon large corner
3 tier plant stand. $50
978-6090

FurnisNiqs

Appliances included No PETS!

1 It
sl
I ' XI Itl
v tomtit Hui
Int\ ,-I

MDM COMPUTERS
ServiceSales
Repairs Upgrades
759.3556

I.'

www.murraykyapartments.com
270-767-9111
Specializing in newly built
I & 2 Bedroom Apartments
Water, sewer, trash & Cable TV included

1(1 XII /1/1 I 1 II

753-6012

Alan & Tina Halex

;11111•1011111;
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284 Bedroom houses
lease 8 deposit
required. 753-4109
2-BEDROOM. 2-Bath
House, completely
remodeted. zentraiheaVair. washer/dryer.
all appliances fur•
nished, quiet location
near lake, no inside
pets. non-smoking,
$700.00/month, one
year lease. deposit
and references
required. 753-5719.
NICE 2BR. carport,
N. of Murray.
Lease & deposit
Nonrequired
Smoking. No pets.
Evening 759-1204

HAZEL New one bedroom. Appilances.
water, sewer. trash,
electric included
S550/mo.
(270)492-8211

Ched us out
I on the Web!

t RES
MINTSTORA.GE
720s 41FIST.
prat, el

s 6 .1:44theA

IOXIO 525 10'415 340
(2'761 434-2534

(274) 293-41401
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Home Delivery
Local Mall 1
reallisesai
3 ow —330.00
3
ow
--MN
6 ape. -.—.6.55.00
1 yr...—.......3105.00 6 me...—.--$113.041
1 yr. —MOM
of KY/TN

Other Mali
Saleserlpiese
3law --SUM
3 no......
4 mo.......--$90.00 6 mee.
yr —.$126.06 I Yr•
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1 Cheek

Firewood 293 2487

i
v
I ilr
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11“

A [Wyman•

1

555-B Ford Backhoe
Extend-a Hoe. 1985
$8000 Firm 293-3232

1 n-`

(IBC
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E Maw
(270) 753'6266
COI (270) 293-4183
9 ism 4 p.m. IA•F

•

NOW LEASING
2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur•Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759.4984
Equal Housing
Oppertunity
T DO el-800•648-6056

1

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

ze n fa
24/7 Surveillance
Climate Control
Electricity

LARGE 3BR apt,
newty remodeled, on
campus, C/I-1/A. W&D
$600 water sewage &
trash furnished. no
pets 759-4896
293-4800

SHARP 2BR, IBA.
duplex. stove, refriger•
ator. washer & dryer 5
minutes North 641
$350 rent & deposit
293-3761

2BR Newly redecorated New heatinq/AC
units Stove. fridge
W/D hook .ups No
pets Rel leaseidep.
Water, sewer. trash
paid. Cardinal Dr. in
city $515.
(270)767-1178
2BR. 4444 Radio
Road, S350, no pets.
753-8582 227-1935

Money Order

Visa

NV('

Name
I St Add rem.
UNIVERSITY Heights
Ants ts now accepting
applications for I & 2
BR rental assisted
apartments M-W-TH
8 2 30 1734 Campbell
St 759-2282 Hearing
Impaired only 1-800
Equal
648-6056
Housing Opportunity

tv
I State
Daytime l'h
Mail ails (oupon with payment to

•

Murray 1.Ardger &'flaws
P.O. Box 1040
Murray. KY 42011
th (all 1270) 7534916

CLASSIFIEDS

4B • I rida, October 2, 2.009

Murray

STORAGE UNIT SALE
NORTHWOOD STORAGE
BEHIND CAINS
SATURDAY 7:00-12:00

1113
Yare Salo

Lots of kids clothing & toys, Nordiac
:• :Track elliptical machine, working
:Washer & dryer venous photography
backgrounds, propS and equipment,
antique bench, mantel & school deSk,
vinous houSehold items, hvo units full
of good stuff!

YARD SALE
314 N. TTH ST
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
OCT 2 & 3
7:00AM-2:00PM
Daisy reelection
comforters, rugs
knock-knacks

MULTI-FAMILY YARD SALE
94E to Hwy 280. just past

1

ladies clothes size
medium, beads
dishes

GARAGE SALE
Corner Hwy 80
E. & 695
Todd Rd S.
Fri & Sat
7AM-41)1A
Honda 15C
motorcycle
furniture & decor
glassware &

ENERGY savong hew
hume, 2,244 sq tt
under roof, 3BR 2BA,
loath ceilings). 2 car
garage. concrete Onve,
pato° & front porch. no
city taxes. S8,000
rebate, first time buyers 210-3781,
559-2032

trinkets, teen girls &
aduft clothing. etc

YARD SALE

Household items, clothes- all
:Siies, baby items, coffee table &
.2.end tables, TV cabinet, daybed,
excercise bike & too many
items to mention

3/5 IRVAN ST.
OFF SYCAMORE
SATURDAY
7:00-12:00
Nice kids toys &
books, Melissa &
Doug kitchen, name
brand boys 0-18 mo

tools, VHS & DVD,
furniture. lots more

BIG YARD SALE
904 COLDWATER RD.
HORTON'S LOCK SHOP
PARKING LOT
SATURDAY
7:00-?
Norman Rocksvell COffection, scrubs.
activity director craftS, fall jackets,
_
..,• ShirtS & tops size 16, disheS, large
stuffed animals, COmfOrters. sheet

'Sets, Curtains, nice stuff, lOw pnces.

Clothes,
household items,

1111L
7
1141115

•

ALREADY
MOVED SALE
401 A
NORTHWOOD
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
7:00-1:00

, PREMIER
.MINISTORAGE
P1nsioe climate control
storage
%Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
%We sell boxes,
•We rent U-Haufs.
- 753-9600.

1440 sq.tt. bldg for
dage. Great location
*slaps' gas heat. 978.1
,
040E

Yard Sala —I
RIMI/l/M/M•••-//•••••••••••••=pr

4 Party
Yard Sale
Lots of Items
Located 13013-D
S. 12th St.
across from
Dwain Taylor
Chev.
Saturday from
7:00 to 2:00
GARAGE SALE

too much
to mention

3 PARTY

BIG GARAGE
SALE
4015 MURRAY
PARIS RD
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
OCT 2 & 3
7AM-5PM
Lamps, dishes, toys
ot diffemt kinds, 2
bed comforters,
baby rtems, too
much to mention

1717 MELROSE
sionsC Ofice,lko
."...SuilOirog in Downtown
Murray. For mote
inforMatoon piease
"cdritct Matt Jennings
.
714(tBG Real Property
;tkokaissonais at 27°1°,1h-9999 Kt 11 .
r 4.8se
N A L.
0-ix
spa
Rce
Safol0
.015d4
,..,rrit}

ONE BLOCK OFF

• Appz. 1,500 sq.tt. 978.4: him
ter.7.
74
.
Prop,
trl

men's Jeans 4000

I•beentnercail building
te'll sale or lease High
srlieffie Great vistbiltty.
.97
.
8-0441
. 2.

1719 KEENLAND

iDMMERCIAL build3740, C/H/A, low
4litity bill, water &
Iteration
included
'
t-it3"-6106 753-3258.
/lc?.
'

DORAN RD.
SATURDAY
8:00-12:00
Pet items,
ckshes,wornen
clothes L & KL.

3 PERSON
MOVING SALE

SATURDAY
7:00-2:00

,

,7
Obedwince.
. 279)436-2858.
1

;, thE

Golden Sheltie
:.,free , to good home
Shots & neutered.
270-978-6404.
MINIATUFIE
Dachshunds 3 male
biack & tan, 1 female
sable,
1st
shots,
wormed, $150
C/19)688-3947
REGISTERED small
Maltese and Poodles.
270-489-2761.
270-519-4472
YORKIE puppies ACA
registered
Horne
raised vet checked,
shots up-to-date Tiny
girl, $500 Little boy.
$400 436-5508,
293-5508

I

390
Llyeakcti & Sumba

11(.02tit.
BO It1)17Nti,
si2=
tpir p‘s It
1114
ilt
VIII I s.I i,„••1- 01
stiklii
2711-204314

2711-243-73E4 Quarter horse gelding,
not for beginners.
Make offer 873-8246

KELLY FAPMS
For Sale
Wheal Straw bales
10 or more
52 00 a bale
Square & round
bales horse quality
Cell: 293-6755

Nights: 753-8697

Children's toys.
equipment
clothing NB-6mo..
Estate Sale
25 West State Line
Rd., Hazel
Saturday, Oct. 3
8:00 a.m.- 7
uprogni Piano
Sofa- Bed,Coffee
and End Tobias
Chairs.Desks
2 Bedroom Sets,
Dining Room.
TatiterChairs,
Lawrannerei. tela
knock Knacks
Much Much More'
YARD SALE
279 OLD
LOVERS LANE
641 N TO 464 LEFT
TO STOP SIGN,
TURN RIGHT TO
HOPKINS RD RIGHT,
SECOND RD ON
LEFT
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
8:00-?
Garden tiller. tools,
toys, coilectibles.
MUCtl more
YARD SALE
31 ASTER DRIVE
121 S TO
LYNWOOD EST.
SATURDAY
8700-3:00
Old air guns, fishing
equipment, name
brand clothes.
Abercrombie.
Amencen Eagle.
BeBe, shoes, XBox.
games. compute'
pnntor. monitors

GARAGE SALE
2208 BAIRIBILN
SATURDAY
7:00-1:00
E3ookcase. TV
stands, computer
desk. carseat
stroller combo
girls clothes sizes
nb-5T, scrubs,
dishes. toys and
much more.
••=•••••••••••.
,
•11.

4-PARTY
YARD SALE
The coiner
of New
Hwy 80 & Van
Cleave Rd
The shop on
the left
SATURDAY
8AM-3PM
Lots of good stuff
MURRAY
GROUP HOME'S
YARD SALE &
GREAT PUMPKIN
SALE
HELD AT VANCE
HEATING & AIR
CORNER OF 4'TH
& SYCAMORE
SATURDAY
8:00-12:00
Proceeds go to
gires activity tune.

shoes, all niust go
Cheap! Free kittens.
Something for
everyone

Rai blab

436-5141
A.
AFFORDABLE
Hauling Clean out
garages, gutters, yunk
& tree work

NI1 Do insurance WON(
ore& menet:aro ancepad

753-1537 _

Want Damaged Rev,
&ems & Roor Jousts
Remodeling I Plumbing

731-247-5422
270-293-2643
YEARRY'S
ServiLe Free
mates Phone

Calhoon Construction, LLC
Additions, Windows, Siding:.
Painting, Flooring, Roofing,
Decks, Concrete
& Repairs

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell: 270-978-1007

Tree
estl

436-2562, 227-0267

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS

(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

FR NA IS
‘,,1`11
WHY rent when you
can own9 Save 8K first
time nome buyers
130K house tor sale
949-322-1495

L

Auto Pals

USER TIRES
1.3 15, 16 inch
Starting al S4:1
mot-it-fled
'

Call 753-5606
[

Used Can

7:00-?
Clothes, toys, dolls,

David's Home
Improvement
LL(

759-0501

YARD SALE
OLD CITY PARK

436-2867 Larne s
Professional Tree
Service Complete
tree
remove], gutter
cleaning. hauling, etc
Insured Emergency
29343377

I
1litchell Bros.
l'as ine

East elem. on left

SATURDAY 10/3/09
6:00AM-???

1

Murra, Ledger' & Times

06 Nissan
Altima
$7.200
06 Nissan Sentra
$5,899
04 Nossan Murano SL,
awd $11,799
95 Chevy Blazer 4x4,
121K $2,995
06 Chrysler Sebring,
59k $6.599
14) Chevy 4x4

!huhu:,
14.).A IR SS
27tI-733-2279
BRICK & Block layer
available
270-252°667
C4stom bulldozing
and trackhoe work.
iand cseanng,
unoerbrushing. goods
lakes and waterways
Free estimates
Gene Parker

293-1005
753-5838
evenings leave
message
CUSTOM BULLDOZING
•Lana.chearng
•Uncl&brushog *Foods
•Lakes •Waterways
r
Estrnates
Greg Renfro'
293-0371
DRYWALL repair &
painting. Free estimates. 270-673-9916.
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Land Between the Lakes
fall colors will soon appear
GOLDEN POND, Ky. - Take a drive through Land Between The
Lakes(LBL) National Recreation Area and revel in the cooler days.
changing seasons, and autumn colors. Visitors to LBI. interested ih
viewing the fall color may do so by driving on the public access
roads or by hiking. biking, horseback riding, or ATV riding on hundreds of miles of trails.
The natural process of leaves tuming from green to a variety cif
colors is triggered by the temperature, light. and water supply. This
also influences the degree and duration of fall color. The timing Of
the color changes is also species dependent. Blackgums and sumacs
are usually the first to tum. Tulip poplars, sweetgums, sassafras,
and maples follow soon after. The oaks are usually the last leaves to
tum long after other species have already shed theirs. "Fall colors
should reach their peak over the next couple of weeks in October:'
stated Dennis Wilson. Forester at LBL.
LBL has more than 151,0(X) acres of forest, primarily hardwood
species. Certain colors are characteristic of particular species.
Blackgums, sumacs, and Virginia creepers turn bright shades of red:
sassafras tums a brilliant orange; tulip poplars and hickories turn
shades of yellow. Oaks tum red, brown, or russet. Maples and
sweetgums display' the most vibrant colors of fiery reds, yellows,
and oranges.
For more inforrnation call the Forest Service's Fall Foliage Hotline
at 1-800-354-4595 or visit the Fall Color website at
voNwisled.usinews/fallcolors for detailed inforrnation on die
progress of autumn color display throughout the country.
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$5,100 & up
YAPD SALE
420.3 Hwi 1541N
on left past
Rightway Nursery
Saturday
7am-2pin
Dining tabie, Fur bed,
Computer Armoire
Housenoio. Items,
Collecabies
Ceiling Fans,
Pedestai Sink
Little Boys' Clothing,
ETC

YARD SALE
641 N TO FLEMING
FURNITURE
(SOUIRE HOLLAND
RD.) Ras.r HOUSE
ON RIGHT
SATLIRDAY
7:00-7
Men, women & children clothing, toys,
books o*es, movies
mac, household
ms,
maple
oedroorn suite

1008 Southwood 4plex

280K 978-0074.
Murray Ledger as Times Fa
Rousing Act Notify
AP roe estate advertised herein
iutspect to the Federal Fair
Housing Act- s•hoch
illegal to adrert,e am prerer
enz, hisitation er clummeta
tion based or race col., reli.
pan, sex, handicaF. tamilial sta.
tus or national origin. or intention to make any such preference.. limitation, or discnminanon
State laws forbid dis-nrrunation
in the sale, mntal or ad vertIcmg
or real errate based on factors in
addition to those protected
under tederal la.
Isre will know ingic accept ans
advertise* for real estate whith
ts not in viotation te the law. All
persons are heretn intormed
that all dwellings advertised are
asailable on art equai opportune+, bast.
For further assistance with Fair
Housing Advertising rey u
r14,1
ments,
NAA
Rerie P %Len 17011.4.

tions, lots of new
items added since
City Wide Yard Sale
Checkout OW stuffl
Bag sale after 12pm.

94 E 2732
SECOND LEFT
AFTER SMILE

that left

transmission, $450.
270-767-0438.

aide.

On t

In It
Texa F

America
soldiers
the Mex

tam
93 Full size Ford van.
looks good. well maintained, runs great,

Chateau package, 4
Captains chairs &
seats. $1,500. 753E487 before 9:00 p.m.

ing
In
• wall) &
• locally cowneLtiopenued

759-1151. 293-2783
293-2'784

Campers
ihmillon Clan&
Nix hie

UNBELIEVABLE
Log Cabin Sale
Sat Oct 1001
LOG CABIN & 2AC
Only
$69.900
w/ FREE Boat Slips!

Ready to finish log
cabin & 2 acres abut-

753-80.87

ting wildlife park at
160,000 acre recreational lake
in KY. Excellent
financing. Call now
1-800-704-3154 x
3259. kylakesale.corn
Lab For Sale
Land for sale. 90K, 4 5
acre lot. Oaks County
Club Rd. 978-0053

• 2,'• 1 -L7
•

$15 & up. Will mow
awns. Adult owned &
operated.
270-978-5655
l&M.
.•
LAWN.SERVICE
menieuriaa,
.

Landscaping
.
Vacuuming
sAie.fai nen gua;aintred

753-1816 727-0611

BRUSH &
HAMMER
• Painting • Fix-its
• Repairs • Decks

SATURDAY
8:00-12:00

YARD SALE
HEFITTAGE
FAMILY
FUNERAL HOME
1804 HWY 121 N.
SATURDAY
7:00-12:00
Lots of nice home
decor and twin,
full, queen
bedding set

The Ftiace to
Start r.hkirray.
ledger 8 Times.
:
(2701753-1916

11,000-S0 FT home
n country 6BR, 6BA
indoor pool. gymnasi

um. (26' tall ceiling)
5acres lake. lots o
outside decks, 5 acres
up to 90acres

(270)436-2228

559-2032
3BR located in Hazel,
2 acres with double
garage. Accepting
sealed bids until
October 10th Seller
has the right to refuse
eh bids. 767-4222
P.O. Box 1300 Munay.
KY
NEW 4BR, 2BA. 2120
sq. ft located at
Brookside Lane
Accepting sealed buds
until October 10th.
Seller has the nght to
refuse ell bi.'s
767-4222 P.O. Box
1300 Murray. KY.

227-0587
753-2353
ALL Carpentry
•Remodeling
•Addrbons
•Decks
•Porches

*Pole Barns
*Laminate Floors
•Tile
*Mobile Home-Repair
•Roof-Overs
*Underpinning
Larry Nimmo

Hill Electric
Since 1986
24 Noun mama
Res., Com . & Ind

Licensed & Insured
All jobs - hig or small

753-9562

Pr7,, STUTESMAN
1 CONSTRUCTION
(- 411, ,r.
•Roofing •Sheetrock
•Plaster *Remodels
& more
(270)873-9341

(270) 873-2487
DYMY1Or

Calloway
WEST
County Development
•Track

hoe.

Gozer

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming, removal,

backhoe work & septic
systems, top soil &
gravel for sale We

stump grinding.

build you a Home to
Suite your Needs 270
210-3781, 270-559-

firewood. Insured.
489-2839,

day - Nacho chips. salsa: Tuesday - 1/2 peanut butter & jelly
sandwich, milk; Wednesday - cheeSe, cracker's: Thursday
closed; Friday - closed; Breakfast - Day Care only - Mon,
day - cereal, muffin, juice, rnilk; Tuesday • yogurt, poptart,
juiee, milk; Wednesday - muffin, )uice, milk; Thursday - closed;
Friday - closed; Lunch - Monday - turkey & cheese sandwich, baked beans. apple sauce, milk; Tuesday - cheese pizza,
whole kernel corn, apple, milk; Wednesday - fish sandwich,
tater tots, mixed fruit, milk; Thursday - closed;
Friday closed.
Elementary. Calloway Middle and Calloway High School*

2032

MURRAY CITY
Murray PreschoOl/Head Start - Breakfast - Monday
assorted muffins; Tuesday - biscuit & gravy: Wednesday
cereal; Thursday - sausage biscuit; Friday - cereal. Lunch Monday - chicken nuggets, diced potatoes, green beans, Tues-

day - macaroni & cheese, green peas. fruit: Wednesday
Salisbury steak & gravy, mashed potatoes, fruit, rolls, Thursday
pork cutlet sandwich, baked beans; Friday - ham &
cheese sandwich, green peas, fruit, cookie.

Elementary - Breakfast - (cereal. toast, juice served daily)

& stained

MARKER.
CANCEL iF RAIN

CALLOWAY COUNTY
Preschool and Little Laker Harbour - Breakfast - Mon+

closed for Fall Break.

pressure wasned
YOUR -AD
COULD BE
HERE. FOR
ONLY S75 00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Menus for the lunchrooms of the Calloway County Schools
and Murray City Schools for the week of Oct. 5-9 have beep
released by Pat Lane. Calloway director, arid Mallory Cathey.
Murray director. Menus, subject to occasional changes, based
on availability of food, are as follows:

al lead(
was bor
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the twoPt& dur
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.

3301 St. Rt 121N.

98 Gulf Stream Sun
Voyager motor home
34ft, 40k mites 12ft
slide out
270-527-1888

3 FAMILY
YARD SALE

slays lef
Toda'
On
Woodroi
StTC

!I

hialloween,
Thanksgiving,
Christmas decora-

Tode
!273di

1991
Ford Escort
Pony, 2 door. manual

2000 Coachman 5th
wheel, wislicle, extra
dice. 270-753-2289.
270-293-2176.
Lsta Proper)

YARD SALE
303 GOODMAN
SATURDAY
7:00-2:00

,

Many pictures/detail
www.ckrnotorsky.com
We trade
C&K Motors
270-705-5973 anytime

Monday - scrambled eggs: Tuesday - sausage biscuit; Wednesday - pancake & sausage on stick; Thursday - breakfast
pizza; Friday - muffin. Lunch - (cooked/fresh vegetables,
canned/fresh fruit, lowfat milk served daily) Monday egg roll,
grilled chicken sandwich, stir fry vegetables, ricer Tuesday pizza bites, hot dog, oven fhes. baked beans; Wednesday chicken nuggets, peanut butter & jelly sandwich, green peas,
mashed potatoes; Thursday - fish sticks, ham & cheese sandwich. tator tots black-eyed peas; Friday - cheese pizza, BBO
ribette w/bun, broccoli & cheese, com.
Middle - Breakfast - (toast, cereal, juice , milk served
daily) Monday Pop tarts; Tuesday - sausage biscuit; Wednesday - bacon, egg, cheese sandwich; Thursday - steak & biscuit: Friday - breakfast pizza. Luiich (cooked/fresh vegetables.
canned/fresh fruit, lowfat milk served daily) Monday - chicken
nuggets, pimento cheese, scalloped potatoes, green peas.
tossed salad; Tuesday - chicken noodle soup/sandwich, ham
& cheese wrap, California mix, black-eyed peas. celery widip:
Wednesday - Domino's pizza, peanut butter & jelly sandwich,
pasta salad, vegetable mix, tossed salad; Thursday - spaghetti wimeat sauce, tuna plate, baked peaches, green beans,
tossed salad, Friday - ft. long hot dog, fish sandwich, French
fries, pork N beans, carrots w/dip.
High - Breakfast (toast, cereal, juice served daily) Monday
- assorted muffins; Tuesday - biscuit & gravy; Wednesday pancakes; Thursday - bacon biscuit; Friday - cinnamon rolls
Lunch - (cooked/fresh vegetables. canned/fresh fruit, lowfat
miik served daily) Monday - chicken nuggets, toasted cheese
sandwich, corn on cob. broa•coli casserole; Tuesday - meatbali sub. tuna salad plate. green peas, macaroni & cheese,
Wednesday - chick.en & dumplings. chef salad, greer beans,
baked apples, roll; Thursday - Domino's pizza, tomato stuffed
with chicken salad, buttered potatoes. baked beans: Friday ham & cheese sandwich, peanut butter & jelly sandwich. pimento cheese sandwich, fresh fruit. carrots & dip, cookie.
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10 years ago
Warren County Sheriff Andy
McDowell. president of Kentucky:
Animal Conuol Care Association,
is pictured tolking with Vicki SCiaef, board member of Calloway'
County Humane Society:, pnor to
the conference on 'Antrnal Abuse
& Fanuly Violence: Exploring the
Connection,' held at Murray State
University. The photograph ,A
by Staff Photographer Bernard
Kane.
Published is a picture of Rev
:Carolyn West, vicar of St. John's
:Episcopal Church, and a special
emmal friend. at the 1999 Blessof the Animals held at the
-church
, Births reported include a boy
/to Mr. IMO Mrs. Keith Arkin,
Sept. 3, and a girl to Jimrny and
Sandy Hill, Sept. 21.
20 years ago
Published is a picture sof J.D.
Cole, manager. and Jennifer
Rudolph, employee, of Murray
Shoney's, assisting Dave Rodman
with the loading of their gifts for
Humcane Hugo victims in
Charleston, S.C. The photograph
was by Staff Photographer Mark
Cooper.
In high school football games,
Murray Tigers won 27-6 over
Lone Oak Purple Flash and Calloway Lakers lost 27-7 to Mayfield Cardinals.
Murray State University Racers lost 21-20 to Tentmessee Tech
in a football game at Cookeville.
Tenn
30 years ago
Approval of the South 641
Water District in November will
be the first step toward a number of benefits for the community, according to Hazel Mayor Joe
Thompson
The Community Theatre will
open its fall season with a dinner theatre revue starring Mary
Stout in 'Act ISvo- on Oct.
12 end 13 at Colonial House
Smorgasbord.
Mr. and Mrs. Stark Finney will
be married for 50 years Oct. 15_
Wanda Osborn presented a les-

DEAR ABBY: I spent my
high school years chasing girls
and participating in sports. I made
good grades and was popular with
peers and faculty.
I have since graduated and
entered college. I have also come
out of the closet as gay. Due
popular
to
sites such as
Fatebook, 1
have reunited
old
with
fnends who
are interested to hear
my
about
'new life.'
With
DearAbby those not "in
the Irstow,' I
By Abigail
feel el:wornfonable havVan Buren
ing to come
out of the closet again and again.
I don't feel ashamed about myself
feel a
or my boyfnend, but
certain discomfort when my former and present lives meet.
I have many friends, old and
nesss gay and straight, who I
care about But I feel some anxiety over the reactions I get
from some of those people, even
though they no longer hold 4
prominent place in my life. I'd
greatly appreciate it if you could
tell me how to handle and deal
with
such
situations.
-BETWIXT AND BETWEEN IN
SAN ANTONIO
DEAR BETWIXT: I understand your anxiety, but the reaction you're getting from some
of your old friends is a direct
result of how effectively you
hid your homosexuality behind
chasing girls and the misperception that being a talented
athlete has anything to do with
a person's sexual orientation.
You need to accept the fikt
that people will be surprised

Toils, listerv
By The Aasocisted Press
, - Today is Friday. Oct. 2, the
!275di day of 2009. There are 90
- days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Oct. 2. 1919, President
Woodrow Wilson suffered a senous stroke at the White House
that left !Urn paralyzed on his left
side.
On this date:
In 1835, the first battle of the
Texas Revolution took place as
American settlers fought Mexican
'soldiers near the Guadalupe River;
lite Mexicans ended up withdrawing
In 1869, political and spiritual leader Mohandas K. Gandhi
was born in Porbandar. India.
In 1944, Nazi troops crushed
the two-month-old Warsaw Upris' ing, dunng which a quarter of a
million people were killed
In 1950, the comic strip
l'eanuts,- created by Charles M.
FES Ps Et

Breakfast - Mon+
ianut butter & jelly
:kers: Thursday
I:.'are only - Mon.
- yogurt, poptart,
Thursday - closed;
& cheese sand- cheese pizza,
f - fish sandwich,
closed, Friday -

son on 'The Look of Fall' at a
meeting of the New Providence
Homernokers Club at the home
of Maudie Kennerly
40 years age
Elected as officers of the Hazel
School Junior Beta Club Weft
Juana Stockdale. president, Diane
Johnson, vice president, Denise
Johnson. vecreun-y. Beth Crabtree.
treasurer, Eitriene Cooper. reporter,
Lynn Erwtn, chaplain, and Danny
hovel', program chairing's].
Carolyn Reaves daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Glindel Reaves of
Murray and Daytona Beach, Fla.,
will be featured in A solo part
on the chimes when her band
from University of Flonda at
Gainesville performs at Talla.hasse, Fla., on rkt. 4.
Buths reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Allen
Young, Sept. 27.
SO years as-Murray Chamber of Comrnerce
will hold its second annual shoot
on Oct. 30 at the Ernest Bailey
Fann, just outside the city limits
off the Murray-Mayfield highway.
James Mason Churchill, son
of Mr and Mrs. Max H. Churchill,
graduated form John A Gupton
School of Mortuary at Nashvtlk,
Tenn.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs James Sulzer and a girl
to Mr and Airs. Chester Bucy.
60 years ago
. White, Claude Anderson,
Roben Taylor. T.S. Hen-on and
Cecil Page, all of Hazel Methodist
Church, anended Me district seminar held at Methodist Church at
Paducah.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs.Marvin DeWeese,
Sept. 27: a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Melon Alexander and a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. James Buchanan,
Sept. 29.
aShowing at the Capitol Theatre on East Main Street. Murray, is "Village Barn Dance' starring Richard Cromwell and Doris
Day.

COMICS / FEATURES
Man comes out of the closet
and surprises old friends

ES L._ le ET

Schulz, w:as syndicated to seven
new spapers.
In 1958, the former French
colony: of Guinea in West Africa
proclaimed its independence.
In 1959, kod Serling's 'The
Twilight Zkine" made its debut Oil
CBS-TV with the episode "Where
Is Everybodyr' starring Earl /Spillman.
In 1967,Thurgood Marshall was
sworn as an associate justice of
the U.S. Supreme Court as the court
opened its new term.
In 1985, actor Rock Hudson
died at his home in Beverly Hills,
Calif. at age 59 after battling
AIDS.
In 2006. an armed milk truck
driver took a group of girls hostage
in an .krnish schoolhouse in Nickel Mines, Pit., killing five of them
and wounding five others before
cornrnitting suicide.
Ten years ago: The Brooklyn
Museum of Art opened its much-

hyped "Sensation" exhibit which
had drawn controversy because of
New. York City Mayor Rudolph
Giuliani's move to cut off city funding to the museum. (Giuliani
objected to 3Offbe of the artwrick,
which inch:cleat a portrait of the
Virgin Mary decorated with elephant &mg.)
Five years ago Suspected separatist rebels began four days of
attacks in India's Nagaland and
Assam states ttuit killed 73 people.
One year ago: Republican Sarah
Palm and Democrat Joe Biden
sparred over taxes, energy policy
and the Iraq war in a high-profile vice-presidential debate at
Washington University in St. Louis,
in which Palm sought to reclaim
her identity as a feisty reformer
and Eiden tried to undercut the
maverick linage of GOP presidential hopeful John McCain.
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DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm confused about the swine flu I keep
hearing about on television and
the ordinary flu I'm immunized
against every fall Art they both
the s.arne strains or different? My
family feels I should get both
trliections, simply because I am elderly and have
several medical issues
Also, I love
pork
and
quesuon if I
wIll have to
give up one of
my favorite
dishes.
DEAR
In
Dr. Gott READER:
April 2009, a
new strain of
By
influenza was
detected
in
Dr. Peter Gott
Mexico and
Me United States. Because it shared
numerous similanties to flu viruses that commonly occur in pigs,
it was dubbed swine flu. Further
studies, however, discredited the
presumed similarities, and the name
was changed to HIN1. Cases weir
discovered worldwide, pnmaniy
because of people who traveled
outside the countnes of origin.
Because it met specific requirements, it then took on the term
"pandemic."
Signs and symptoms of thr
disorder strongly resemble (how
of the influenza we are immunized for each year and include
fatigue, headache, chills, fever,
cough, sore throat and more. Symptoms range from mild to severe.
With seasonal influenza, certain people are at higher risk ttian
others. those with pre-existing
medical conditions, the young and
old, and those working in the
medical field. Statistics reveal that
more than 200,000 people are hospitalized for flu-related causes and
that approximately 36,000 will die

as a result
In the CLIC of HIM, healthy
adults older thon 64 do not appear
to be at increased nsk of cobtracting the virus, but those wi.th
diseases of chronic conditions may
be
nsk for senous complications. Therefore, they should be
vaccinated. In fact, the Centers
for Disease Control (CDC) feel
that almost onethird of people
older than 60 may have iintibodles to protect against getting the
virus Oddly, those commonly
affected iue younger than 2.5
Underlying causes for acqutnng the
virus include a compronused
immune system, heart or ludnes
disease, pregnancy and neurological disorders
Symptoms of HIN I flu virus
are sinner to those of seaional
flu and include fever. sore throes
cough, body aches, chills,
headache, fatigue arid a runny or
stuffy nose Many also have reported diarrhea and vomiting, Some
symptoms warrant emergency medical attention and include
severe or persistent vorniung, difficulty breathing, a gray cast to
the skin, untability and flu-Itlie
symptoms that appear to irtiprov'e,
only to return with fever and:a
worsening cough, shortness pr
breath and clizzimss.
It appears that those infeeied
ean spread the infectIon to others from one clay prior to 'symptoms presenting to seven days
after An HINI vaccine is being
produced as I write and Should
..
be ready by fali (around 00,15)
In the intenm. common senni prevails. Protect against droplet con.
tamination, the means by which
HINI is spread. Cover your Dole
and mouth With a tissue or the
crook of your elbow when sneezing or coughing. W'ash your hands
more often than you normally
would, or use an •alcohol-based
hand sanitmer. Avoid close contact with sick people,

Isrosemee
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for
Saturday, Oct. 3, 2909:
This year, you often juggle
many different people or ideas.
You see value in opposing ideas.
You learn the power of detaching in order to find answers. If
you are single, the world is your
oyster. arid you certainly can
apply that slogan to your love
life. Still, be aware of what you
want ultimately in a relationship, though some of you might
enjoy just dating. If you are
attached, the two of you might
be very different, and you need
to learn to respect your differences rather than use them to
fight over. ARIES can be challenging.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'U Have: 5-Dynamic,
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
1-Difficult
ARIES (March 21-Aptil 19)
**** You seem to resonate
well energy and enthusiasm.
'You might wonder rotten enough
is enough when dealing with a
demanding boss. How you
approach this person rnight
depend on your mood. You do
hoed the better hand Oght now.
TAURUS(ApeR 20-May 29)
** Know when to pull back and
career yourself. You dont always
need to take action. In fact, this
might be an excellent time to pull
back and rethink an issue. If you

ACROSS
Provoke
4 Extra dry
8 Bright star in
Lyra
12 Call — cat,
13 Some rodents
14 Tnangie tip
i5 Indentaton
16 With. to Henn
17 Parched
18 Reacted to pepper
20 Type of guitar
21 Hear clearly
22 Actor — Gibson
23 Batch of baby
ds
26 Save from a
landtirl
30 Gullet
31 A reel swine
32 Drive by means
of a stroke
33 naiad aiong
36 Zoia's name
38 Atom fragment
39 Gulf st

last - Monday
vy, Wednesday - cereal. Lunch ;teen beans, Toesoft; Wednesday
fruit, rolls. Thurs.
Friday - ham &

F

IE

CM-n-1

, milk served
le biscuit; Wednesday - steak & bisd/fresh vegetables.
Monday - chicken
:oes, green peas.
sup/sandwich, ham
seas. celery wadip:
r & jelly sandwich,
tursday - spaghetles. green beans,
sandwich, French

ved daily) Monday
avy, Wednesday y - cinnamon rolls.
Ufresh fruit, lowfal
ts, toasted cheese
Tuesday - meatacaroni & cheese,
alad, greer beans,
ma, tomato stuffed
el beans, Friday y sandwich. pirnenSip, cookie.

•••

DEAR ABBY: I am 48 and
recently divorced from my husband of 25 y'ears. Like others
in my age group, I worry about
my prospects of finding another partner -- especially because
I am no longer the 'cute young
thine I once was.
A few days ago, I was at a
local wildlife park and struck
up a conversation with a pleasant senior couple. They looked
as though they had been marned more than 50 years, but
they happily informed me they
were on their honeymoon! When
we finished our chat, the woman
said to ner husband, "I guess
we'd better be going, baby,' and
off they went, hand-in-hand.
It just goes to show that it's
never too late for love to blossom' -- WILLING TO WAIT
IN NOVA SCOTIA
1•0
WILLING
DEAR
WAIT: I'll say! My lovely cousin
Suzie is being miurted in about
two weeks after 26 years as a
widow. It never is too late for
love to blossom -- all it takes
is a seed of fnendship and a
coupk who decide they're ready
to make a commitment.

The skinny on H1N1

ift811118.18 Illimr
can avoid being put on the spot,
the better.
GE/AINI(May 21-aune 20)
***** Your sense of wellbeing and understanding comes
out in a big way. You might not
have all the solutions, but you
certainty step Up to the plate. A
partner could be testing your
commitment. Know when to say
enough.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** Others look to you to take
the lead You might wonder
exactty which way to go, as you
are presented several deferent
ophorss. Others mould test your
boundaries and assertiveness.
Know when to cut the chatter
and act.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Take oft es soon as
you can. You will enjoy a change
of pace and scenery. You could
be amazed by what you are seeing and the perspective you gale
when you let go of the tried-andtrue. Communication could be
heavy if you choose to answer
your phone. VIRGO (Aug. 2:3Sept 22)
**** Deal with others individually, and you might 'feel more
relaxed. Different peop4e could
overwhelm you. It Mil take the
ability to juggle different forces.
A child or loved one wants Mare
attention.
USRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** You like popularity,
don't you? Yet you could be
overwhelmed by a famity member's requests and the rest of the

veorki knocking on your' door.
Think positively and worry less
about the hectic pace.
.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Feel free to change your
plans. How you deal with others
could be perfectty OK, but someone still could take offense when
this person doesn't get what he
or she wants Relax and get Into
a favorite hobby Or pastime.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Die. 21)
***** Your playful demeanor
belies a very powerful, dynarnic
thinker. Done lose ycrar cantering
Will pressure, especially pre*sure from finanraas. Weigh the
pros and cons of a risk, and
deckle if you can susUtin a loss
CAPRICORN (Doe. 22-shat.19)
*** You easily could at& on
someone's parade. YOU might
opt to work from home or.talsear
extra day off. Unfortunajely,
many people need rxi. Most
certainty, you might wish you
clidn1 answer your phone.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 11)
***** Keep communication
moving; ileum calls if you have
a problem, talk about it father
than feed it in silence. ThOugh
someone's Maks' reaction might
not be what you wartt
cover that it all works out ' '
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Be aware of the cost of a
plan. You might decide not to
head in a previously chosen
direction. Don't get uptight with a
friend or in a meeting. No OM
can control you ff you don't want
him or her to

Crosswords

way High Schools

juice served daily)
le biscuit; Wednesrsday - breakfast
['fresh vegetables.
lilonday - egg roll,
s rice, Tuesday ins, Wednesday lwich, green peas,
m & cheese sand:heese pizza. B80

because they assumed you were
straight like they are. Some of
them will be accepting; others
won't. But the people who count
will get beyond it. The way to
handle this is with the same
humor and compassion you
would like from others. It may
tale some practice and coming
to terms with your own feelings. but I have every confidence that you'll do it as thousands of other people have.
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40 Way op there
43 Be eligible
47 Tiger's game
48 'Forrest
49 Bleat
50 Stare rudely
51 Crusty desserts
52 Wapiti
53 Hockey score
54 Lkxned recess
55 Realty big tees
DOWN
1 Bratty kids
2 Harness part
3 Winsiet or Moss
4 Stunned
5 Girder Insert
6 Chilleo
7 Holiday mo
8 Enormously
9 Fencing
weapon
10 'Runaway
Bnda* groom
11 Figure-skating
lump
19 1. to Claudius

Answer to Previous Punita

OMB
MI MOM
MUM
MO
1010
YM MOO
BMW
EIUMNIFD

00[211110 MICE
OMUO EOM MUM
UMW
OM
BOO

UMW
UUM:MUMO
QOM ODOM
MOM nom
WOW OMR MOO
MUM 001M1 BOOM
B A Y MOP 00140
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20 Wail St overseer
22 Ryan or TiNy
23 Yuppie's auto
24 Fan noise
25 Charge it

26 Free of
27 T'al cri'uer
28 Mee Wee role
29 Summer in
Ouebee
31 Farm SOCIO-

111111 NMI rag
MIN MEE
II • ill Mall 1
1111 '9 IN
.
Ili ,. id I. ,
Hill Emil IIIIII

34 Paris' —
T cower
35 MGM workplace
36 Go by. as time
37 — de mar
30 NOXIOUS
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HERE,CRARUE MOWN
A DRINK OF WATER
WILL CALM YOUR
NERVE 5..
(T.

.

TISANK YOU
IT'5 JUST
WRAT I
NEW..

SEE"? I M WOWS'S
SNAKING . AND
FRETENDIN6 LUCY
15N T EVEN AROUND..
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OKAY,LET'S 66T THIS
SNOW ON Till ROAD!
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40 Psyched

up

symbol of it company name
42 Earthen pot
43 Witty remark
44 Alpme goat
45 tong hairpiere.
46 Ties up the
phone
48 Student stet
41 Graphic
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Murray State professor's
work appears in `Kappan'
to the Ledger
STe
trrent issue of air Phi
:
Delta Kappan features an article
by MSU Prof. Dr_ Stephen R
Herr. Herr's article focuses on
the need for teachers to weigh a
number of important considerations before participaung in an
AVHD assessment.
The
Kappan is arguably one of the
roost highly regarded publications in the field of education in
the United States, and Dr. Herr- s
article marks the first time in the
history of MSU that the work of
one of its faculty members has
appeared in that journal.
One of Herr's concerns is that
he doesn•t believe people realize
bow many young people have
been diagnosed and treated for
ADHD. As Dr. Herr noted, "at
last count, over 2 million young
people were taking medication
for ADHD and over 4 million
had been diagnosed as having
ADHD. That's more children
than the entire population of any
city. in the U.S. with the exception of New 'fork."
Herr's article focuses on pro
fessional accountability. professional standards. and common
sense.
In the article Herr
addresses these topics by asking
seven questions that he believes
every teacher should wrestle
with before participating in an
ADHD assessment. For example "how will chagnosing child

Dr. Stephen R. Herr
with ADHD change how you
work with the child in the classroom"? Or "are you willing to
be part of a process that will
label a child with a disorckr for
which there is no cure"? The
reason Herr considers these
questions so important is
because teachers play a crucial
rule in the ADHD assessment
process, but they often don't
know a great deal about the
assessment process they're
involved in.
Another concerti of Herr's has
to do with who is being served
by an ADHD diagnosis. While
Herr acknowledges that diagnosing a cluid with ADHD and
giving a child drugs for that condition will often improve a

Walt Disney Family Museum opens
SAN FRANCISCO(AP)— A
new museum by the descendants of Walt Disney is open in
Sim Francisco to give visitors an
up-close view of the man
behind the mouse.
Disney's daughter. Diane
Disney Miller, greeted the first
visitors Thursday as she cut a
ribbon to formally opcn the
Walt Disney Family Museum.
Exhibits follow Disney's life
from childhood to his struggles
getting established as an artist

and his later successes.
Items on display include his
many Academy Awards and a
World War I ambulance similar
to the one he trained to drive as
a 17-year-old.
Disney's grandson, Waite r
E.D. Miller, says Disney spent
his life as a storyteller and now
it's time for the family to tell his
story.
The museum is located in a
refurbished building at the former Presidio Arrny base.

child's behavior and raise the
child's grades, he is concerned
about the iong-term developmental problems for the children. As Herr noted "growing
up means making sense of who
you are, and taking responsibility for yourself. And I'm not
sure how. that works for a child
who spends his youth anti adolescence taking psychotropic
drugs."
Dr. Russell Wall, the Dean of
the College of Education noted
that "ADHD is an important
issue for children, parents,
teachers and schools, and I'm
pleased that a faculty member
HAWKINS TEAGUE/Ledge( & TImes
here at MSU is helping to PROCLAMATION: Calloway County Judge-Executive Larry Elkins (seated, left), Family
Court
address this issue on a national Judge Rob Mattingly and Murray Mayor Danny Hudspeth sign a proclamation declaring
level. What this shows me is October as Domestic Violence Awareness Month. Standing behind them representatives
from
that the good work we're doing West Kentucky Allied Services, Calloway Cooperative Extension Office, Murray Head Start,
here in Murray can have a the Murray State University Wornen's Center, Amencan Red Cross, United Way, Merryman
House Domestic Violence Center. Court Appointed Special
national influence."
Advocates and the Circuit Clerk's
Professor Marty Dunham Office.
noted that "it is exceptionally
important that teachers and
practitioners act responsibly
when it comes to working with
children. and what Dr. Herr's
article does is raise serious questions that professionals need to
answer if they &re going to participate in a diagnostic assessment process."
Dr. Robert
Lyons
the
Chairman of the Department of
Educational Studies. Leadership
and Counseling noted that, "in
our profession a lot of people hit
singles and doubles, but with
this article Dr. Herr hit a home
run. Dr. Herr's article will
reflect Murray to a national
audience."
Dr. Herr is an award-winning
professor who has been teaching
at MSU since 2005. Dr. Herr's
works have appeared in both
popular and professional publications, and he has addressed
both national and international
conferences. Dr. Herr received
lorr.
his bachelors' degree from
KYSER LOUGNOIAPPIPIraelie
Antioch College, and his mas- COLLEGE FAIR: Murray State University hosted a regional college fair this week at the
Regiona
l Special Events Center. 1,300 students from westem
ter's and doctoral degrees from
Kentucky high schools came to
speak with representatives from 41 colleges from around
Columbia University.
the area.

Congratulations On Clualifying 3or State!

Katie Tendell

Madison Connell

Chasten Howard, Hunter Garrison, Brock Simmons,
Daniel Harper and Matt McReynolds

good ruck Alext Week!
raker goit Team
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